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DR. AL OVERHOLT

PLANNING TO HAVE 15,000
ON STREETS IN WATTS ON
7th ANNIVERSARY OF RIOT!
From the INTERNET, Mike Ruppert, <paradiscuss@tje.net>, 1/1/99: [quoting]
NOTHING IS MORE IMPORTANT—
NOTHING!
PLANNING MEETING TO PUT 15,000 IN
THE STREETS AT FLORENCE AND
NORMANDIE ON THE 7TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS TO PROTEST
CIA DRUG DEALING
DATE: January 12, 1999 TIME: 5 P.M.
LOCATION: Conference Room, Los Angeles
Public Library, 46th and Main, Los Angeles
On April 29th, 1999 the National Alliance
Against Racist and Political Repression, in
alliance with Mike Ruppert and many other
groups, will stage a march and protest rally
which will commence at the Bethel AME
Church at 79th and Western and end at the
world famous intersection of Florence and
Normandie. The sole purpose of the march and
demonstration will be to protest the Central
Intelligence Agency’s role in selling drugs to
American citizens.
The recently released report from the CIA
Inspector General’s office confirms that CIA
played a premeditated role in introducing large
quantities of cocaine into the inner cities and
throughout the country. In the middle of the
impeachment crisis, Iraqi bombing and a
deliberate cover-up by the major media, the
promised hearings on the report in the House of
Representatives are being held hostage against
Bill Clinton’s impeachment. This is not being
strictly reported by me but has also been
reported by long-time Clinton critic Larry
Nichols who says (fantastically) that Oliver
North was a rogue and somehow acting all by
himself.
The purpose of this march is for the people
to say that we will not let the CIA report get
traded, whitewashed, covered up, overlooked,
hidden or given away to keep any politician in
office. The corruption it leads to is at the heart
of all that is now wrong in Washington.
Already I am receiving e-mails from around the
country expressing support. The Greens are
joining the effort and a number of celebrities
from around the country have stated they will
be there.
No matter what, this will be a demonstration
by and for the people. It will not be co-opted
or taken over by any politician, pundit, so-called
leader or group. Those who speak on that day
will be only the ones who worked to make it
happen.
It is impossible to say that the devastation
which occurred in 1992 was not connected to
the destruction of property values, the violence,
the flight of businesses and capital which
resulted from the flood of drugs which CIA,
Oliver North, George Bush and others brought
here in 1982, and 1983 and 1984, and 1985 and
1986 and 1987 and 1988 and which continues

to this day.
We will gather peacefully and we—the
people—will start to take control of our
government. We will not let the truth, which
Gary Webb and so many others have risked life
and limb to tell, be ignored.
I now firmly believe that African-America
was targeted to receive the drugs and I will
discuss that in a future issue of my newsletter
From The Wilderness at <www.copvcia.com>.
There is enough proof in CIA’s own report to
justify reparations and this is but one of the
points we will bring to the front on April 29th.
To pull this off will require a Herculean
effort of both time and money.
The
infrastructure must be built and the organization
must be thorough. The chief organizers of the
demonstration will be Deacon Alexander of the
National Alliance and the people of South
Central. I will work with them on a daily basis
to help make it happen.
As the country sinks into a theater of the
absurd you can make your voice, your heart and
your spirit be felt. You can put some sanity
into the picture.
B E T H E R E — J A N U A R Y 1 2 t h [f o r t h e
meeting].
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
DEACON ALEXANDER AT 213-232-8316.
“Mike Ruppert” <mruppert@copvcia.com>
http://www.copvcia.com [End quoting]
I think there is a great possibility here if
they ask God for guidance and listen to it
that this could be the start of a big reform in
our government. Remember they are going
after one of the “elite’s” biggest “fish”—George
Bush—and to get an admission of guilt and
compensation for their dastardly racial warfare
deeds. If this is handled properly, we could end
up with something that will go down in history
as a major turning point in our determination to
return sanity and God into our halls of
government. What better place and what better
people with which to continue the start that the
2-Million-Man March made in Washington to
wake up our leaders that we-the-people are not
going to take their war on us any longer? This
kind of action is what the crooks in high
places most fear.
WORTHY

THOUGHTS

From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 1/12/99: [quoting]
“The life of the individual only has meaning
in so far as it aids in making the life of every
living thing nobler and more beautiful.” —
Albert Einstein
“We’re afraid of intimacy, of wildness, of
love; afraid of the very things we desire
because if we acknowledged them we would
have to acknowledge the possibility of losing
them. If we fail in this century, it won’t be
because of arrogance, it’ll be because of fear.”
—Terry Tempest Williams
PANIC

IN

THE

YEAR

ZERO

Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy of
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Calvin Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 1/11/99:
[quoting]
Bad news on power grid; National Guard,
FEMA plan for major y2k breakdowns.
By David M. Bresnahan (0 1999
WorldNetDailyxom)
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency, the National Guard and other federal
agencies engaged in y2k planning are now
expecting loss of electrical power and other
related problems before the year 2000.
Nuclear power plants will begin to shut
down in July, according to government
sources [emphasis mine].
“As far as I’m concerned, the public has a
right to know this. It isn’t classified, so I’m
not violating any rules that I see. I might be
hampering somebody’s planning, but this needs
to get out,” an officer from the National Guard
Bureau in Washington told WorldNetDaily in an
exclusive interview.
The officer, and several others who continue
to provide information, believe they will be
reassigned or disciplined if their identity were
made known.
“Then I’d be out of the loop,” said one.
[End quoting]
BE PREPARED!!
CURE
FOR AIDS!
Tetrasil (tetrasilver tetroxide)
From the INTERNET, Calvin Burgin, 1/9/99:
[quoting]
Re: Colloidal silver [variation developed],
—Marvin Antelman, author: EEllinwood
<eellinwood@aol.com>;
Date: 1999/01/07
Forums: <hiv.aidsweekly>
Foundation for Incurable Diseases,
28 Overland Avenue
Cranston, RI 02910
(401) 942-8399 voice/fax
—please limit faxes to 2 pgs (no cover
needed), 06 January 1999, Release No.: 980106
For Immediate Release:
CURE FOR AIDS AT HAND!
The Foundation for Incurable Diseases is
pleased to announce it has come to an
agreement with Dr. Marvin Antelman of
Antelman Technologies, which will provide to
those suffering from AIDS a cure for little or
no cost!
Dr. Antelman has developed Tetrasil (r)
(tetrasilver tetroxide) which is a patented
bioinorganic antipathogenic molecular crystal
device. Tetrasil kills pathogens by electrocuting
them!
Dr. Antelman, whose work throughout the
years has varied from innovative designs for
nuclear submarine reactors and smart-card
batteries, discovered that silver (Ag) actually is
formed by Ag and Ag3, and it is this discovery
that lead him to the development of Tetrasil.
(Tetrasil is not colloidal silver.) Through the
construction of a molecular-sized semiconductor,
Dr. Antelman was able to force natural silver
(which is actually Ag2) into its two separate
components of Ag and Ag3 and to keep them
separate, thus retaining the potential for an
electron discharge. In layman’s terms, one
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section of the Tetrasil machine contains an extra
electron charge that desperately wants to cross
to the other side, but cannot due to the manner
in which the molecular machine is constructed.
The molecular machine is, thereby, polarized
and charged, and remains so until triggered.
The Tetrasil machine is triggered when it comes
into contact with a pathogen (thus the reason
for the name “anti-pathogenic molecular crystal
device”). Pathogens (bacteria and virii alike)
are drawn to the device by strong covalent
forces, and when they come into contact with
the machine they are locked into place by these
forces. The extra electron charge is then free
to make its way to the other side of the Tetrasil
machine by traversing the cellular membrane of
the pathogen, which it immediately does. The
2-volt discharge electrocutes the pathogen in the
process. A chelation process is triggered as a
result and both the Tetrasil machine and the
dead pathogen bound to it are removed by the
liver. The liver is stressed, but not damaged.
Tetrasil is classed as an EPA Class IV
substance—the SAFEST rating available, which
means it is safe for human consumption. EPA
Class IV status is equivalent to FDA Stage One
approval.
Tetrasil has redefined the standards by
which the government judges efficacy against ecoli: nothing works faster and more effectively
than Tetrasil.
In human clinical AIDS trials, a SINGLE IV
injection of Tetrasil cured 8 of 10 terminal
AIDS patients, who showed no sign of disease
one year after treatment. The two other patients
succumbed due to the damage already inflicted
by the disease. It was too late for them.
Tetrasil will be distributed:
* as a cure for FAIDS (feline AIDS—30%
of all cats suffer from the disease) in the USA,
for which FDA approval is not needed.
* as spray disinfectants and wipes
* as treatment for drinking water and waste
water (no poisonous chlorine needed any longer)
* as disinfectant for cooling towers (no
more legionnaires disease)
* AS A CURE FOR HUMAN AIDS
* and many other uses
Dr. Antelman turned down millions of
dollars from an NIH-associated group that
wanted all rights to Tetrasil because he knew
they would make the treatment too costly or
suppress it altogether. (Dr. Antelman knows
how the system works and is disgusted by it.)
Tetrasil has the potential to cure practically
all disease caused by pathogens, from TB to the
common cold. Dr. Antelman, an orthodox
rabbi, is a righteous man who seeks to help ease
human suffering, not profit from it. (Rabbi
Marvin S. Antelman is a member of The
Supreme Rabbinic Court, aka ‘the Sanhedrin’,
the oldest established court in the world.)
The Foundation for Incurable Diseases (FID)
needs public support to bring this modern
miracle to the people of the world.
The pharmaceutical industry is already
rallying to stonewall distribution of Tetrasil,
because it will replace all their poisonous (and
highly profitable) treatments for AIDS—all of
which will kill a healthy person. Help us fight
the true killers—the pharmaceutical industry.
More people die from treatment for AIDS than
from the disease itself. The time has come to
cease this nonsense.
No one need ever die of AIDS again.
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For information, please write to the above
address, or e-mail <eellinwood@aol.com
redheifer@juno.com>
Edwin Ellinwood, FID Public Relations
Note:
One may contact Dr. Antelman through the
Weizmann Institute in Israel or through
Antelman Technologies, POB 382, Rehovat,
Israel.
There is at LEAST one patent for silver that
implies its tremendous antibacterial effect:
United States Patent 5,571,520, [also: US Patent
5,676,977], Antelman
Nov. 5, 1996.
Molecular crystal redox device for
pharmaceuticals
Inventors: Antelman; Marvin S. (Rehovot,
IL).
Assignee: Antelman Technologies Ltd.
(Providence, RI).
Appl. No.: 286,007
Filed: Aug. 4, 1994
Primary Examiner: Hulina, Amy; Attorney,
Agent or Firm: Salter & Michaelson

Even more worrying, the virus is so
sophisticated it can spread through a network
without having to hitch a ride on an e-mail or
file. It then uses an internal clock to strike at
a quiet time, because it will take longer for
problems to be detected.
Last week, computer security experts at
Network Associates’ U.K. base in Aylesbury,
Bucks, wrote a program that can detect the virus
and destroy it. It is now available on the
Internet at <www.nai.com>.
But the virus writer may have an even more
sophisticated version he is waiting to unleash.
Peter Watkins, general manager of Network
Associates’ Security Division in San Francisco,
says that whoever is behind the threat is the
most sophisticated virus writer he has come
across. [End quoting]
It looks like y2k isn’t enough to worry
about when it comes to computers.
NEW KNEE
SURGERY

The employment of molecular crystals as
bactericidal, viricidal and algicidal devices, and
specifically the molecular semiconductor crystal
tetrasilver tetroxide Ag(4) 0(4) which has two
trivalent and two monovalent silver atoms per
molecule, and which through this structural
configuration generates electronic activity on a
molecular scale capable of killing algae and
bacteria via the same mechanism as macroscale
electron generators.
HMMM, oxygen and silver can kill bacteria
anerobic (pathogenic).
The FDA wants to regulate it as a drug to
keep me from turning blue while I die from an
antibiotic-resistant infection.
How noble of them.
Maybe someone can explain the trade off
between, turning blue (if it does happen with a
pure colloidal solution) and dying from an
antibiotic-resistant infection. [End quoting]
He tells it like it is. Isn’t it nice to have
this verification of what we’ve been saying
about silver, but it looks like he has boosted its
usefulness to even a higher level? And also,
what he has to say about the AMA murderers
is right on.

From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine,
Aug. 1998: [quoting]
Teaching the body to make its own cartilage
can save patients surgery and money.
Cartilage damaged in knee injuries usually
can’t repair itself, explains San Francisco
surgeon Kevin R. Stone. To obtain the tissue
to make repairs, surgeons must now remove a
small amount of healthy tissue in one operation,
grow it in a laboratory, and transplant the
expanded mass during a second surgery.
Stone’s technique does all the work in one
step. Under local anesthesia, he removes a
small amount of cartilage and porous bone from
the leg bone. The tissues are mixed and placed
in the defective area. Cartilage regrows in
about six weeks.
Besides avoiding a second operation,
patients save money. “The 2-step surgical
procedure and cell culturing process can cost
more than $60,000,” Stone says. “The new
surgery can be performed at one-tenth the cost.”
[End quoting]
It’s hard for me to understand how he won’t
get kicked out of the medical profession for
taking away a big portion of the orthopedic
surgeons’ income.

SUPERBUG WAITS TO
HIT COMPUTERS AT
QUIETEST TIME

LAW PROVIDES “NEW” Y2K
SOLUTION FOR Y2K-INDUCED
POWER OUTAGES

From THE GAZETTE, Montreal, 12/27/98:
From the INTERNET, by Jim Lord,
[quoting]
<www.y2ktimebomb.com>, 1/11/99: [quoting]
An old technology offers a great y2k
A devious genius has unleashed the most
solution thanks to recent regulatory changes in
powerful virus experts have ever seen and it many states.
strikes when it can do the most damage.
Electricity is needed to keep most homes
warm in the winter. It can be used directly to
LONDON—Businesses are being told to be make heating elements glow or indirectly to
on their guard against the most dangerous o p e r a t e c o m p r e s s o r s , p u m p s , b l o w e r s o r
computer virus ever detected.
controllers. Some heating systems won’t work
But it may be too late. The new virus is efficiently and many won’t work at all without
the first that can spread through a network electricity. Because of this dependency, power
unaided and then strike during the night or o u t a g e s b r o u g h t o n b y y 2 k w o u l d b e
w e e k e n d , t u r n i n g c o m p u t e r f i l e s i n t o uncomfortable for most and even perilous for
unintelligible code.
many.
Unlike conventional viruses, Remote
Under moderate to severe y2k conditions, we
Explorer, as it calls itself, can infect a machine clearly need a good way to heat homes and
without the user having to open a file—usually businesses without electricity. An ideal system
an attachment to an e-mail.
would be inexpensive, clean, highly efficient
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and safe. Fuel would be widely available.
(And, if it did NOT involve a backyard full of
firewood, it would get my vote for certain.)
Such a system does exist. In fact, it has
been widely used for twenty years or more in
industrial applications. Conflicts between state
building codes and bureaucratic fumbling,
however, have prevented its use in home
heating. (More on that later.)
The improbable solution is vent-free gas
heaters.
Vent-free means the heater doesn’t have a
stovepipe to carry away the fumes. Now, this
seems dangerous—for at least two reasons.
First, what about carbon monoxide—aren’t the
papers full of stories about whole families
perishing in house trailers with open-flame
heaters? And what if your house is tightly
sealed—no air flowing (or sneaking) in from the
outside. Won’t this thing use up all the oxygen
and suffocate the poor occupants while they
sleep?
Those are, indeed, concerns but they were
also solved many years ago. The carbon
monoxide problem is eliminated by designing
the heater to operate at very high temperatures,
much like a catalytic converter. Vent-free
heaters burn the gas so completely they are
commonly rated at efficiencies greater than
99.9%.
This means the gas is entirely
consumed—virtually all the energy is converted
to heat. Testing, for example, shows there is
no production of carbon monoxide at all. None
whatever.
The only byproducts of the
combustion process are, interesting enough,
carbon dioxide and water vapor. Exactly what
you breathe into the air when you exhale.
And the oxygen? That concern is taken care
of by an Oxygen Depletion Sensor (ODS). This
gadget measures the oxygen level in the
atmosphere—20% under normal conditions. If
the level drops just a fraction down to 18%, the
unit simply shuts down. It won’t work at all
unless the oxygen inside stays at normal levels.
If these things are so hot (pun entirely
intended), where have they been for the past
twenty years? A great question and therein lies
a sad tale of heavy-handed federal meddling,
clumsy lawmaking, states rights, babies and bath
water.
In the early 1980s (boy it’s hard not to say
“80s” there but I’m trying). Anyway, in the
early 1980s, ODS-equipped, vent-free heaters
came onto the scene. Fresh from the ravages
of the oil shortage, the bureaucrats were ever
watchful for energy efficient appliances.
Extensive testing revealed these heaters were
just, well, flat wonderful. So the federals
passed a law superseding all state laws and
making the heaters instantly legal in all fifty
states. In other words, they just jammed them
down everybody’s throats. Sort of like the
fifty-five-mile-an-hour speed limit.
At that point, most of the states adhered, in
large part, to the Uniform Mechanical Code, a
voluntary standard that, for safety reasons, did
not allow the unvented burning of any fuel
inside residential structures. The crafters of this
code, of course, had not tested these fancy new
heaters.
The new federal law, meanwhile, was fatally
flawed as it allowed states to apply for an
exemption. Now, the state bureaucrats don’t
like to be pushed around any more than the rest
of us. Since the exemption was there for the

asking, virtually every state applied. And, for
twenty years, this highly beneficial technology
has been withheld from the public.
So what is it that has changed the situation?
Well, just recently, most states, in the pursuit
of even greater standardization, have adopted
the newer, broader standard contained in the
INTERNATIONAL
Mechanical
Code.
Adherence to this standard makes it easier for
many manufacturers to both import from and
export into foreign markets. And here’s the
kicker—the new code approves of vent-free gas
heaters as long as they are equipped with
Oxygen Depletion Sensors. (My home state of
Utah, for example just adopted the new code
this very week.)
Now that I have (hopefully) convinced you
that these heaters are legitimate and legal (if
your state has also adopted the International
Mechanical Code), what makes these heaters so
special? Here’s why I like them so much.
* They use no electricity at all. For y2k
purposes, this breaks the dependence on
electricity for home heating—typically, one of
the most critical uses of electricity in the home.
* Because of the above, they are probably
the most efficient forms of heating known. You
can expect your heating bill to decrease
dramatically, sometimes by fifty percent and
more.
* They are easy to install. There are no
holes to punch into the ceiling, no chimney is
required and there are no electrical lines to
worry about. They do require a gas line, of
course. Installation of the unit is accomplished
with three screws into the wall.
* They operate on either natural gas or
propane. These fuels are, of course widely
available and, in the case of propane, are easily
stored in quantity. (More on this later.)
* They are amazingly inexpensive to
purchase. A thirty-thousand-BTU unit will run
in the $225-$400 range depending on source. A
single unit of this size will usually heat a 1500square-foot house.
* They will humidify your home if you live
in a dry climate. The humidity level is
typically maintained at about thirty percent,
eliminating the dry throat and scratchy eyes
often encountered in forced-air systems.
* They are thermostatically controlled,
making them easy to set up and forget about.
OK, these are really neat gadgets but what
about the y2k supply chain and disruptions in
the delivery of fuel? First, propane provides a
pretty good solution because it is fairly easy to
store enough to last an entire winter, especially
since the heaters are so amazingly efficient. A
tank can be installed just by setting it atop a
few concrete blocks. And then, of course, you
would need a gas line run into the house.
While you’re at it, you might want to consider
a stub-out for a nice gas grill to cook on. Just
in case.
Then there is natural gas, the preferred
choice, at least in my neck of the woods.
Here’s why. The state of Utah is served by the
Questar Gas Company.
Service extends
essentially over the entire state and into
southwestern Wyoming and parts of southern
Idaho.
Here’s the really good news. The ambient
pressure of the gas coming up out of the system
of wells is sufficient to provide forty percent of
the entire system demand. Translated, that
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means that if there is no electricity to operate
any pumps, compressors and such, the gas will
still come out of the ground and flow
throughout the system because of the natural
pressure at the wellhead.
The forty-percent figure does not have the
impact you might expect. Federal law mandates
that gas companies must adhere to a set priority
for distribution of gas in the event there is a
reduction in supply.
Hospitals get first
priority—they will receive all the gas they need.
Residential customers are next, meaning all the
homes on the entire system will receive 100%
of the gas they need. Business and institutional
customers bring up the rear.
My Tip of the Week is to consider vent-free
gas heaters as, first, a great way to provide
primary heat to your home. Secondarily,
consider these heaters as a very inexpensive
backup source of heat to your existing system
in the event there are y2k-induced power
outages. Next, investigate the availability of
natural gas in your area. If it is available, talk
to the gas company and find out what the
ambient pressure of the system is in the event
electrical power is completely knocked out.
You may find you can have all the gas you
need. If natural gas is not available or if your
system has insufficient ambient pressure,
consider propane instead.
(Note: I owe immense gratitude to a friend
with years experience at a gas company for the
excellent research he provided for this article.
Thanks, pal.)
Good Luck!—Jim Lord
Browse the y2k Tip of the Week Archives
for previous editions of this column, and see
many more practical y2k tips such as these in
my book, A Survival Guide for the Year-2000
Problem, a sample of which can be previewed
at <www.SurviveY2K.com>. [End quoting]
FOOD

DIAFIL 610—
STORAGE MINERAL

From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 1/7/99: [quoting]
PLEASE REPOST WIDELY—your lives
could depend on what food you put away for
you and your family—don’t let the bugs eat it
up.
READ THIS—SAFE, CHEAP AND
PROVEN WAY to store your grains!!! Kills
parasites, fleas, lice and other crawlers too!!! If
you can put this up on your sites I’d appreciate
it greatly—thanx—Charmaine.
DiaFil 610—For use in the safe storage of
grain, including barley, buckwheat, corn, oats,
rice, rye, sorghum wheat, wheat, and mixtures
of these grains. The most effective method
known for eliminating insect damage to stored
grain. Insects that come in contact with or
ingest this powder, will die within 48 hours.
The information on this mineral has been
suppressed from you, the little people—it is a
natural, non-toxic, safe for human consumption
mineral with the physical appearance of corn
starch. The Establishment has taken this natural
mineral and suppressed its overall value and
numerous uses from the public. YOU NEED
THIS PRODUCT IN YOUR HANDS especially
with the approaching calamities that will be the
result of y2k.
DiaFil 610 is a non-toxic natural mineral
that complies with the food chemical codex
regulation of the EPA (no. 59910-1). It is a
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superior quality diatomite (diatomaceous earth
Controls Warbles (what the heck is that—
If you want the 8 xeroxed pages of the
silica—not to be confused with diatomaceous sounds nasty to me!)
report on this—you can send me 2 bucks to
earth product used in swimming pool filters
Average daily weight gain increased in beef help me with the copying and mailing and I’ll
which would be dangerous to use).
cattle by one-half pound.
get it right out to you. I don’t handle the
It consists of the skeletal remains of singleIncreased milk production in dairy cattle by orders—my friends at Minute Man Network
cell aquatic plants known as diatoms. They better feed conversion. Eliminates mastitis Work III are doing all that—I’m just helping
have accumulated in what was then a huge infection in dairy cattle.
out here—and of course I’ll get a few bags
inland lake that covered much of land that is
Odor and moisture control in stalls and myself for sending you to them so be sure and
n o w N e v a d a , a n d w a s t h e n t h r u s t u p b y chicken houses.
mention my name if you do order. Some of
geological processes. It is widely used as an
Fly control in manure.
you have already received complimentary
insect-control agent for protection of grain in
Cannot overdose animals.
xeroxes from me—just please pass this post
storage elevators, and as a carrier for any
Kills fleas, ticks, mites, etc., externally along or slam it on your site for a while and
chemical agents, DiaFil 610 is an exciting treated on farm animals and pets.
make copies of the materials for your friends
alternative to conventional chemical insecticides
Kills parasites internally treated on farm and loved ones—I’d really appreciate it!! And
and is extremely effective against a wide variety animals and pets!!! and YOU, TOO—kills the s o m e o f y o u W I L L B E g e t t i n g s o m e
of insects. Because it is a non-toxic mineral worms that are a big cause in disease in this complimentary xeroxes—just hang on—got to
and is safely fed to all animals, and is safe for country THAT YOU ARE NOT BEING TOLD run ’em off when I have money, which isn’t
human consumption—you can even drink some ABOUT. Your processed fast foods and a lot often!
o f i t i n w a t e r t o r i d y o u r s e l f a n d p e t s o f of other stuff are full of worms and grossities
FOR MORE INFORMATION—8 pages of
PARASITES!! How about that!!—I’m doing it in general—YUCK!
technical data and testimonials by vets and
and I’m ok!
Safe, non-toxic to children and pets yet f a r m e r s — C A T T L E - A N D - H O R S E
FOLKS
Anyway, folks—I have a lot of information effective insect control inside the home.
clinical reports—lab reports, etc.
sheets on this stuff and I don’t want to make
SEND 2 BUCKS (to help with copy and
Fertilizes and controls insects outside the
this post too long—so here’s the deal. For 20 home, lawn, garden, bushes and fruit trees and m a i l i n g c o s t s ) t o : C h a r m a i n e F e r r e i r a ,
bucks you get 3 pounds of this remarkable stuff more!!
Apocalypse Project, 1036 Lupin Drive #6,
that Big Brother doesn’t want you to know
MIXED WITH GRAINS of all kinds and Salinas, Calif. 93906. Also will be included the
about—in fact Big Brother will tell you that it’s seed, eliminates weevil infestation from within ordering information on this product or you can
dangerous!!—even though they use it in the stored items and from insects gaining entry just order direct from Minuteman Network
grains already and in toothpaste and a whole lot from outside package of all stored foods.
Ministry, PO Box 608, Dept CF, Live Oak,
more stuff—it’s like laetrile—you know—we
AND THERE’S MORE TO LEARN ABOUT Florida 32064. [End quoting]
can’t have folks curing themselves of cancer or THIS GREAT but suppressed product—YOU
It sounds like this is a product well worth
what would happen to those big pharmaceutical NEED IT NOW!!
investigating.
companies and the American Cancer Society!!—
Besides being an effective insecticide, the
ISRAEL SOLD RED CHINA
Etc. 2.8 ounces will safely treat and keep the dust contains 14 beneficial trace minerals in
SOPHISTICATED U.S.-MADE
bugs out of 50 pounds of grains!! You can get chelated (readily available) form. When the
WEAPONS
some of those big white 5-gallon clean paint dust is washed off by heavy rains the minerals
containers from the paint store and put some of are carried down into the soil, where they
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 1/11/99: [quoting]
this in the bottom and then pour in your grains continue to be effective—the list goes on and
All sales complete. Six years ago, Israel
and put more DiaFil on the top and close the on!!! It’s almost too good to be true—but
air-tight lid and this stuff will kill any bugs that pinch yourselves—BECAUSE IT’S ALL TRUE! sold Red China, in defiance of an agreement
hatch in there or try and get in! I’m sure a few
P A R A - D I S C U S S : D i a F i l 6 1 0 — F O O D made with the Clinton administration, the most
sophisticated U.S.-made weapons. Clinton had
of you out there have gone into your pasta STORAGE MINERAL
pantry and found some weevils have taken over
I’m not in the habit of making perjurous lavished the guns on the ministate solely for its
defenses, but the lure of easy billions was too
and it’s a lot of work to pick those little guys statements like some folks I know! So—
hard to resist. Israel hawked
out, plus they are pooping in
the valuable U.S. hardware and
your food!
software to eager buyers across
It
has
gained
wide
the world. China purchased
acceptance in agriculture for
many
billions
[worth].
its efficacy and purity and
However, the billions were
safety inherent in its inertness
soon squandered and the
and low crystalline silica
Israelis went back to the Reds.
content that classifies it as
Israel
claimed
it
had
amorphous. It is used widely
undercharged for the weaponry,
for lawn fertilizer and insect
so it wanted more money. The
control.
Likewise
by
Chicoms were outraged and
Beginning January 1st and running through January 29th we will have on SALE
gardeners and farmers, in
flatly said no. The Israelis
Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Horsetail, Gaia Vite & Aloe Juice 10x. The sale will be:
fertilizing and as a feed
threatened the Reds—if they
additive for all animals, with a
“BUY TWO, GET THE THIRD ONE FREE”. Well, kinda free. We will add on a
did not pay the extra billions
big improvement to their
small fee for each freebie, to cover the freight. The amounts are as follows:
demanded, Israel would use the
health!! Whoa—how come we
Israeli lobby in Washington to
aren’t reading about this stuff
2oz-freebies @ $1.00 s&h
sabotage China’s trade. Now
on the front page of the
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h
China is siding with most of
controlled media!!!
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h
the rest of the world on the
Heres a few more of its
other, regular freight fees still apply.
Iraq issue. [End quoting]
uses:
Israel’s profiting from
Non-Toxic and odorless
This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States.
American arms is hardly a new
Overall feed cost savings
story, but it helps every so
Controls internal and
*Limit 2 free offers per product and size. Note this sale is on all sizes.
often to be reminded of the
external parasites. Mixed with
s
shenanigans these crooks
feed it constantly attacks
d
Thank You for your continued support.
En
employ to advance their own
parasites. Feed intake reduced
e
al 9
war-minded agenda. Since
10% by improved feed
S
Yours Truly,
!
ry /29/9
they have bought our Congress
conversion.
r
NEW GAIA
1
Hu
with our foreign-aid money,
Mixed with feed it controls
800-639-4242
what’s a little arms dealing as
insects, weevils in stored feed.

New Gaia Products
January Sale
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fine-tune
his
“compassionate
[b a r f ]
conservatism” theme. [End quoting]
This is the same Elizabeth who took the
REVISIONIST FINED $21,000
millions in payoff with her hubby before he
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 1/11/99: [quoting] resigned. The crooks will never give up until
An appeals court in France has recently we stop them.
upheld a conviction of a man accused of
FBI WANTS TO IMPORT CROOKS
disputing facts regarding the Holocaust in his
1996 book, The Founding Myths of Israeli
Excerpted from MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS,
Politics. Roger Garaudy, 85, was convicted and
sentenced to a six-month suspended prison Jan. 1999: [quoting]
The FBI, like American corporations, has
sentence and was fined $21,400. [End quoting]
One wonders just how much longer the gone global. No longer interested in spending
Khazarian Zionists will be able to get away its resources to track down American criminals,
with their Holocaust fabrication. While it has it is using U.S. tax money to help track down
been a lucrative business, too many holes are Hungarian ones instead. The Boston Globe
reports that the FBI has set up shop in
appearing in their deception fabric.
Budapest, host to just one of 32 offices the
SOFTER SIDE OF HILLARY
bureau has established around the world. To
stamp out crime in Hungary, the FBI wants to
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 1/11/99: [quoting] establish a “witness protection program” for
First lady Hillary Clinton has reportedly Hungarian mobsters. The plan is to give the
been lashing out at Secret Service agents in the crooks a new name and let them live here in the
White House who are there for her and her U.S. if they will testify against their pals in
husband’s protection. On one occasion, an Hungary. [End quoting]
agent told the press that upon greeting the first
Then they have ready-made agents to do
lady as she walked by, his “hello” was rudely their dirty work here for them—talk about
returned with profanity. The agents said they “killing two birds with one stone”. Remember
are considering filing an official complaint. t h e y ’ l l b e u n d e r b l a c k m a i l i f t h e y d o n ’ t
[End quoting]
cooperate.
Could the huge stresses resultant from lies
and evil-doings be affecting the first family?
FLYNT CALLS HOUSE
REPUBLICAN HYPOCRITE ON
JOB CUTS ARE WEAK LINK
ADULTERY, EVASION
IN STRONG CHAIN
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, Angeles, 1/12/99: [quoting]
1/8/99: [quoting]
Hustler publisher Larry Flynt struck again
Amid signs the American economy finished Monday, accusing a House Republican on the
1 9 9 8 o n a s t r o n g n o t e , a j u m p i n team prosecuting President Clinton of hypocrisy
unemployment-benefit applications and a huge for refusing to answer questions under oath
increase in lay-off announcements pointed to about an adulterous affair.
a weaker economy in the new year [emphasis
Flynt’s target this time: House Republican
mine].
Robert L. Barr of Georgia, the first member of
“The job indicators are starting to blink big C o n g r e s s t o c a l l f o r P r e s i d e n t C l i n t o n ’ s
warning signs,” said economist Robert Brusca of resignation.
Nikko Securities Co. International Inc., in New
According to Flynt, Barr invoked Fifth
York.
Amendment-type responses, on his attorney’s
The number of Americans claiming advice, about the alleged affair during a
u n e m p l o y m e n t c h e c k s f e l l b y 2 2 , 0 0 0 t o a deposition taken during a divorce proceeding of
seasonally adjusted 350,000 during the week his former marriage.
ended Jan. 2, the Labor Department said
According to copies of a deposition released
Thursday. But that only partly reversed a surge by Flynt, Barr and his future wife, on attorney’s
of 83,000, the biggest in six years, to 372,000 advice, repeatedly avoided answering questions
the week before. [End quoting]
about whether they were having a sexual affair
Don’t ignore the worrisome doublespeak in before and after the congressman separated from
the above message.
his former wife.
“He was having an affair and refused to
ELIZABETH DOLE RUNS
answer questions about it,” Flynt said when he
FOR PRESIDENT?
made the revelation on Geraldo Rivera’s CNBC
talk show Rivera Live. [End quoting]
From U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT,
Larry Flynt is exposing the hypocrites in
1/18/99: [quoting]
Congress who seem to have no problem
They’re in. Forget all that coy talk from condemning Clinton for similar “crimes” to their
Elizabeth Dole that she is only thinking about own. This is a good example of the dark ones
running for president, say advisers. They tell warring with each other.
Whispers that she has all but decided to set up
an exploratory committee in “two to three AGENCIES SIGN AGREEMENT
weeks”—after she has moved out of her Red TO PROTECT ILLEGAL ALIENS
Cross office. But, they note, Dole is also in the
FROM IMMIGRATION LAW
market for the vice president’s job. Texas Gov.
George W. Bush, meanwhile, is telling friends
Excerpted from MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS,
he will probably announce his candidacy in Jan. 1998: [quoting]
May, not March, as expected. Why the delay?
To protect illegal aliens from deportation
He wants more time to boost his record and and help them keep U.S. jobs, government
icing on the cake?
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agencies charged with enforcing federal law
have agreed to hide evidence that employers are
hiring foreign workers illegally.
Knight Ridder News Service reported in
November that investigators from the Labor
Department’s
Employment
Standards
Administration will keep evidence of suspected
violations of immigration law away from the
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
In a “memorandum of understanding” signed
by officials of both agencies, authorities who
investigate allegations of federal labor violations
pledge not to tell the INS about suspected
illegal aliens so that immigrants will be
encouraged to file complaints about labor
practices against the companies that hire them.
[End quoting]
Now the immigrants have two different
agencies to distrust.
CORN BYPRODUCT HELPS
PREVENT ICY ROADS
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 1/11/99: [quoting]
Madison, Wisconsin—Twelve counties are
experimenting with new techniques, including
liquid waste that is a byproduct from making
canned corn, to keep roads from getting icy.
Scientists have found that the liquid is harder
to freeze. It can slow down the formation of
ice if it is sprayed onto roads before a storm,
an official said. [End quoting]
If it works, that’s great news.
WINGED
VICTORY
From ANGELS ON EARTH, Nov/Dec 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
0n Monday afternoon, a few days before
Christmas vacation, our high school principal
announced over the intercom a door-decorating
contest between the classes. I looked around at
the other juniors and noticed a lot of rolling eyes.
“Who wants to do that?” someone groaned. I do,
I thought. I even had an idea: a beautiful angel,
like something out of a sixteenth-century painting.
Golden hair, halo, flowing robe...
I’ll go home and make it myself, I decided. I
was always sketching one thing or another. The
other guys liked to play soccer or shoot hoops. I
liked to draw. If my angel was good enough,
maybe the athletic students would understand me
better.
Gym was my least favorite period. I dreaded
it. I was usually the last one picked for
basketball, and my teammates never let me near
the ball—they wanted to win. I just wished that
when they saw my angel, the guys would realize
I was good at something.
At home I unrolled a big sheet of paper on my
dining room table and outlined the angel—face,
wings, gown and hands. Then I colored her in
with pastels, blending the shades until I got them
just right. When I was finished, I raided my
mom’s gift-wrapping supplies for some gold tissue
paper and pasted it behind the head for a halo.
It took me all evening. Finally I stood back
and admired my angel. She wasn’t half bad.
Careful not to smudge the colors, I rolled up the
picture.
But at school the next day I got nervous about
what the other juniors might say. What if they
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didn’t think my angel was any good? What if they
thought it was stupid that I’d spent all night on
our door decoration? I decided to test it on my
friends Jessica and Lauren. If there was anything
wrong with it, they’d let me down gently.
I unrolled the paper, watching for a reaction.
They stared and stared and then they laughed.
Both of them. They must really hate it, I thought.
“What’s wrong?” I asked. “Is it ugly?”
“Ugly?” Lauren exclaimed. “It’s not ugly.
It’s beautiful!”
“I’m laughing because it’s so good,” Jessica
said. “I can’t find anything wrong with it.”
What a relief! Now I was ready to show my
angel to everyone else. Holding the paper up to
my chin, I turned and faced the class. “That’s
awesome, Jason!” came the response. “Cool!
We’re going to win!”
I put my angel up on the door. Suddenly it
became “ours”. During study hall, several of my
classmates hovered near it. “Some blue would
really set it off,” Brian said. He looked to see if
I agreed. “Go for it,” I said. So he and Jeff
wrapped blue paper around the door to frame the
angel. “Something’s still missing . . .” Lauren
said. “I know. A star!” She and Randi made a
big one out of gold paper and cardboard. Kristin
wrote a Bible verse on the angel’s sash. Lea,
Mike and Mark decorated the blue paper with little
gold stars, turning it into sky. The door was
looking better and better with everyone’s touches.
When it was all finished, Josh, one of our star
basketball players, walked over to the angel.
“Nice work, Jason,” he said. “I could never do
something like that.”
“That’s the way I feel when I see you on the
basketball court!” I laughed.
Everyone else laughed too. Everyone except
Josh. He was still studying the angel on the door.
He must not have heard me. His mind was
probably on basketball.
Gym class was ninth period. I could feel my
stomach churning even before I got to the locker
room. After I changed, I stood and watched while
the other guys warmed up. It amazed me how fast
some of them dribbled the ball downcourt, how
easily they made baskets. They seemed to float
on air. Why care about drawing if you could do
something like that?
Our gym teacher blew the whistle, our cue to
line up. He checked to see that everybody was
in proper uniform, then chose team captains—
Justin and Josh. No matter what the sport, Justin
and Josh were usually the captains.
Now came the worst part: picking teams. One
by one the others would be chosen and join their
team, leaving me standing all alone. Here we go
again, I thought. Josh went first, “Jason,” he said.
Everyone stopped talking, as shocked as I was.
He must have made a mistake, I thought. He’d
be better off playing by himself than with me on
his team. A couple boys laughed.
“What’s so funny?” Josh asked. “I want
Jason.”
I walked over and stood beside him, wondering
if I was dreaming. In no time the teams were
chosen. (Things sure seem to move faster when
you’re not standing around waiting to be picked.)
Then we started playing. Right away Josh passed
me the ball. “Shoot,” he said. I did. But the
ball bounced off the backboard. “Good try,” he
said as everybody ran down court. As usual,
Justin scored.
Josh brought the ball back to the other end of
the court and threw it to me again. “Shoot,” he
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said. This time the ball tipped off the rim. “Next
time, Jason,” he said.
He never gave up on me, encouraging me to
take shot after shot. Finally one went in. “Way
to go!” Josh yelled. “Good job!” My teammates
slapped me on the back. I couldn’t believe it. I
had actually scored!
When I walked off the court, I felt different.
Josh had given me a sense of what it meant to be
part of a team. Each of us working with the
others,
In the locker room I told Josh, “Thanks.” He
just smiled as if it were no big deal.

I would like to end this story by telling you
that my team won the game and our junior class
won the door-decorating contest. We didn’t, in
either case. But that’s not important. What I
learned is that whether you draw good pictures or
play a good game of basketball, you can be kind
and get everyone involved. That’s what it takes
to make an angel.—by Jason Rondinelli, Clairton,
Pennsylvania [End quoting]
Working together and helping each other to
be their best—isn’t that what life should be all
about? You will never really know what
happiness is until you practice this.

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.

Corporate Strategies
“The Advanced Course”
Seminar
Featuring
Pat Cavanaugh
&
Cort W. Christie
with Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.
General Schedule:
Friday (optional)—Golf Outing and Open House at NCH
Saturday—Registration (8:00 am to 9:00 am)
Workshop (9:00 am to 5:00 pm)
Sunday—Workshop (9:00 am to 5:00 pm)

50% off
for CONTACT
readers

Workshop Registration Fee:
$595 per person/$295 per guest
Golf outing is an additional $50

Location:
Bally’s Hotel & Casino
Bally’s reservations are available for seminar attendees.
Call Bally’s before Jan. 26, 1999 and mention that you are
with NCH for guaranteed availability and best rate.
Date:
February 26, 27 & 28
REGISTER TODAY: 1-800-398-1077
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Editor’s note: To fulfill the legal requirements, we are presenting the following as a legal Public Notice for four consecutive weeks. This is the
second of four presentations.

—PUBLIC NOTICE—
The Alpha Memorandum
1/11/99 #1

HATONN

THE “ALPHA” WRITING
This is a bit of an inside code, “Alpha”, because our file numerals are 01111. You won’t want to change that but you will want to make this
writing easily accessible. I am going to explain what is taking place in the Philippines and with the Asian central bankers, along with Greenspan
and the Bank of International Settlements in Hong Kong.
The “Global” “thing” has become that hot potato with which nobody wanted to deal but could no longer bury. And no, I don’t speak of elderly
certificates or cute contracts—but criminal activities. You can’t do anything with paper if it is deemed in the world to be no good. However, if
you utilize the PLAN there is much you can do with leverage.
I am obligated to not give details of any ongoing negotiations or structured, in structuring, or conclusive agreements. However, I am not going
to HIDE or further secret away the methodology of the Plan itself and how it is being both wisely and unwisely utilized.
This will be a big focus at the “informal” bankers’ meeting in Hong Kong today. We will just wait to see what the outcome of those “top secret
‘informal’” meetings might produce but it is hard to call all that stuff in the fan anything other than what it is and, my goodness, there is a lot of
“Oh shit-ing” going on on the merry-go-round.
Rumors are correct: the Global “stuff” has been qualified and a lot of worst-case banking games are being uncovered as buy-offs and outs have
been attempted but there is something about the criminal mind—you can’t shut up everyone all the time. And, further, it is not due to filching that
brings the house of cards down—it is the boasting big shots right through their mouths.
Does Greenspan have a problem? Not if he works with the global community but otherwise his problem ranges, in the counting of one to ten,
somewhere about 197.
THE PHILIPPINE GAME
The “game” in the Philippines is as expected, a cute “try to filch” gamble. Can they pull off a big coup, get money FREE from the scoundrels
without having to pay anything (as is being promised by the Elite brokerage players called British Israel Elite [City of London]). How? Well, kids,
“Where did all the gold bars go? Long time mi-iss-ing. Where did all the gold stuff go—a long time ago?” 2nd chorus: “To the Devil all of it—a
long time ago.” Well, you get my meaning.
Now for a tiny tale, but one of which great movies are made: “One day a long time ago——there were some men who thought they could gain
the world and take the property, the gold AND control, while owning the people.”
So, these men set about finding the perfect way to accomplish this feat. That wasn’t too hard, what with everyone in POWER in the highest
political places, so they set about their task with great gusto and macho mayhem.
Since the major gold and currency criminals had a big network and their own “gain the world” plan working it became an easy thing to merge
parts of both plans into a big loop over which control could be exerted, THEY THOUGHT, until the end of time. But oops, they didn’t take into
consideration, GOD. Oh darn it! Neither did they take into consideration that once they started murdering Russell Herman, the holder of these
precious documents, he wouldn’t play ball with them and would see to it that they were CAUGHT in the act of sticky-finger rape and plunder with
ever so little an amount of pillage.
Russell Herman called on ME, Yeorgos Ceres Hatonn, who happened to hold a pretty high position up the ladder—almost to the Cosmos, as a
matter of fact. He placed the whole package, hook, line, and corporation into my CARE AND NURTURING.
All things were then registered and entered into the LEGAL BOOKS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Now for you inquiring minds: Mr. Bentsen of Texas took over the mandated qualifying and hiding of said stuff, HE THOUGHT. Oh, elaborate
plans were carried out and even Col. Ollie North got to lie, cheat and steal, under the shelter of National Security, about those little deals—about
most of which he knew NOTHING (at first). By the time Russell was dying, however, he knew how serious this mess had become. But after all, it
became his problem of just how to extract information and signatures from Russell without getting Bush and brigade caught—you know, SPECIAL
FORCES methods of information gathering. But, I could help Russell go through that phase of his ordeal by removing “him”, basically, from the
experience except to observe.
All good students of history will recall that Mr. Bentsen remained into the next administration (Clinton’s) for some strange reason, beyond that
of ordinary changeover. Further, at about that same time the Secretary of Treasury was being paid by the IMF and all the transfer of the U.S.
Judicial System along with the Treasury Department was being finalized within the Federal Reserve System, IMF and World Bank. All the gold
reserves had been shifted out of the vaults of the U.S. and into the vaults of the NEW system. The gold remaining in the United States went to the
British Israel operations (through the brokerage houses and Elite banks) in New York, or was shipped for storage abroad.
I marvel at the limited scope of your realization, people. You know all that gold wealth being paid to Holocaust victims from here, there and
everywhere? Why don’t YOU apply, citizen? Have you not been HURT by that old and nasty Holocaust? No, I mean YOU, whoever you are or
whatever you claim as race, creed or color. YOU HAVE BEEN HURT, YOU MUST REALIZE THAT—DON’T YOU?
The rest of the gold available was stashed hither and yon—yea, even with Saddam you-know-who.
Things went along fine except that, even after the recovering of the corporation and reconforming and reconfirming the documents into legal
negotiable CONTRACT, the BOYS didn’t want to give up their lop-sided game.
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By this time Rubin was in the Treasurer seat and Janet Reno was in the judicial seat of power—BOTH ARE PAID EMPLOYEES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (you will find that so too are such as the Sec. of State, Defense, etc., paid by FOREIGN POWERS THROUGH
THE SAME SYSTEM). WITH NOTHING TO DO WITH THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA EXCEPT AS POWER-WIELDERS FOR FOREIGN
POWERS. You will note that these people do not use the U.S. Constitution nor do they actually use the U.N. Charter—they use the Talmudic Law
of the Elders of Zion.
Ah, but even with the ongoing security IN PLACE, the “Boys” didn’t quit. They came along and did their own thing—AGAIN. But it is quite
unlawful and invalid—ISN’T IT? But by now a lot of collapse, horrendous fall-out and a lot of bad management have passed under the bridge of
LIGHT and LIFE. In addition, a LOT of very important (at least to themselves) people were not aware of the game being shoved off onto their
“responsibility” shoulders by those with access to “Plausible Denial”.
So came Soros and the money banditos snatching and snitching while dealing in currencies and gold reserves, gold in general, derivatives,
options trading, rollovers and anything with multi-100 + percent pay-back per WEEK (or day), whichever was good on a given day and transaction.
Now, back at the farm, I could just watch and wait for I have a lot of patience and plenty of “time” to wait—until everything got into as big a
mess as it appears to be today. So, we will just leave it there for now.
Our program is not to cash out anything, ladies and gentlemen, with undue coverage or non-restraint. The only way you can balance anything
and bring any kind of order back into your world programs is to back that currency in your hands, now run into chaos, through a substantial
“backing” with value. That is usually gold as the accepted commodity.
But, the grabbers are still in there “everywhere” doing their insane interest-gaining fiddling. And, moreover, most of the Elite politicians, who
think themselves so very important, work right along with them. Both play games of intrigue and lies. They don’t even know any other way to
play. AND, THEY ARE FEAR-FILLED COWARDS OF THE WORST KIND.
The brokerage butchers, i.e., Morgan, Smith Barney, et al., offer and give backup, agree to do loans on bond floats and lower interest than the
IMF and hope to save face out there some five years minimum before they are found out as having bought the whole offering themselves. But, it
seems there is nothing else they could have actually done.
Fine. But who would invest under such circumstances? Nobody. So, what has happened? SIMPLE: The Central Bank is backing the bonds
with GOLD. Now, know that the Central Bank is the ONLY BANK that can even handle gold in the Philippines, so that gave the Central Bank the
inside edge on this deal. The Philippines has NO INTENTION WHATSOEVER OF PAYING BACK THE IMF, PAYING OFF THE NATIONAL
DEBT, OR PAYING ANY INTEREST BEYOND “SHOW”, AND NEVER THE PRINCIPLE INVOLVED. Never did and never will!
Ah—BUT BIG FLUB IN THE THINKING! THAT LEAVES NOTHING UPON WHICH TO BASE THE FUNDING AND, LATER, WHAM,
BAM, AND THANK YOU MA’AM, THE GOLD WILL BE SEIZED, IF THINGS CONTINUE AS THEY ARE NOW MOVING, BY THE ELITE
FORCES (ARMY) OF THE WORLD GOVERNMENT—AND THE PHILIPPINES BECOMES A THING (NATION) OF THE PAST HISTORY OF
THE DOWNFALL OF THE WORLD KNOWN AS EARTH SHAN.
Are you with me so far, readers? Isn’t this a cute tale of intrigue and nastiness?
Cogs began to fall into the spokes, however, when George Bush bought a bunch of stashed gold from Saddam. They were just running a really
smooth game and it is still in progress. That nice Inter-American Development Bank (Bunko) has just set up little nice banks all around, you know,
the little Asian Development Bank, European Development Bank, Hong Kong Development Bank, East Po-dunk Development Bank, and ever so
many more. This sprang out of Inter-American Investment Corporation—MINE—originally set up by the Bush Boys but never through Incorporation—
OOPS, BIG GOOF!!
This also was pretty much inclusive of the DEPOSIT TRUST outfit who runs all the stocks, etc., yours included. Names are changed on
investments and never do the investors even be able to FIND their accounts and all those that can be located NOW will not be around after y2k for
that is why y2k was invented in the first place.
Several banks were set up specifically to run this money into arms, drugs, whatever, among which were BNL AND THE OLD AND FAMOUS
BCCI.
Now comes along goodie-two-shoes with golden wings or something and thinks a change can be wrought? Yep, and these boots are gonna walk
all over the spooks.
Can it be done through established banks? Of course, but not if they won’t play fair and just.
It WILL be done through non-interest bearing banks which have been kept as big dark secrets from you nice Judeo-Christians—and are generally
recognized in the bank circles as ISLAMIC-TYPE BANKS.
Now, anybody who has gold can play in this game and they don’t even need us—UNTIL they find that the world forces can come forth and
simply take their gold reserves up, up and away to their secret hiding places.
IF, HOWEVER, THERE SITS A DEBT AGAINST THE TAKERS, WHOEVER MIGHT REPLACE THE IMF OR WHATEVER—THE BANK
SIMPLY HANDS THE AMOUNT OF OBLIGATION OVER TO THE TAKERS IN LIKE FORM—RIGHT OUT OF THEIR OWN POT.
Now, I ask, IS THIS HARD TO UNDERSTAND? I didn’t think so! And, are there banks enough, nations enough, and people enough to use
such a strange idea as gold for currency? The U.S. did until the Federal Reserve took over the U.S. and then the World—thanks to Mr. Wilson.
Oh indeed, Global has truth and the right-real stuff. Who will dare to use it? The better question is: WHO DARES NOT TO USE IT IN THIS
COLLAPSING WORLD ECONOMY?
The silly shysters put outrageous “market” numbers up for your attention. People, wake up, anyone with a net-line can put up any numbers they
want you-the-dreamy-eyed to see and be fooled all the time. The Big Boys are out of their minds with concern and panic.
Do they want to “deal”? Well, as Bush said once, “...not at this time”. Actually they do but I wanted to remind everyone of the original
offering of cooperation at the beginning of this odyssey. Let’s just call it the Yellow Brick Road Odyssey.
Can “they” play in the game too? Yep, and it would make everything so much easier on EVERYONE. THE WORLD WANTS A WAY TO
RECOVER STABILITY, NOT HANG CRIMINALS. THE POLITICIANS AND THIEVES WILL HANG THEMSELVES, OR ONE ANOTHER.
Does my little Team know all this and/or the details of my negotiations or the twirp-games being put forth? No, and they don’t need to know.
They just need to keep on plugging away and hold strong in the face of great difficulties. But always remember something: GOD’S DELAYS ARE
NOT GOD’S DENIALS.
And the “Philippines” or anyone else can play any game they want to play—and it simply will only be a momentary relief—sort of like soothing
the stomach ulcer pain—but the ulcer is just getting bigger and bigger and bigger and it will again hemorrhage without ability to put a cork in the
hole.
The bandits may well be able to contain some of the people some of the time—but they cannot, nor shall they ever, contain ME.
I would in fact like to just sign off this little message as:
George C. Hatonn, C.E.O., C.O.O.,
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GLOBAL) (aka GAIA)
I am also recognized as Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn ( hATON n) (but unless you have a Greek or Aramaic-Arabic keyboard you can’t actually spell it
correctly).
You may call me “Aton”.
Any questions may be directed to the Federal Reserve, IMF, World Bank or U.S. Treasury (but they will lie to you for the heads of those
organizations have their orders and being good Talmudic Kol Nidre-disciplined children, will do so under oath). Look it up.
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Art Of War
Secret Bible Of Modern Conflict
[Continued from Front Page]
warmongers of antiquity (who better to
advance a plan of agression?) and have
devoted their entire existence to controlling the
lives of others.
The Protocols Of The Learned Elders Of Zion
are the overall blueprint for the taking of a
world, especially by use of GOLD to BUY
influence and power. “Every man has his price”
is a maxim which these dark ones have utilized
quite successfully to facilitate many generations
of corruption.
However, in order to carry out “The Plan” of
the true so-called “elite”, the Zionist “foot
solders” need a more specific set of protocols to
follow, lest these Zionist Khazars find themselves
outmaneuvered by competition.
Enter: Sun Tzu’s Art Of War. This treatise
by an Asian warlord (remember the Khazar tribes
are of Nordic, Turk and MONGOL heritage) is
the secret “bible” for the Global Intelligence
groups and is the inspiration for their underlying
guerilla tactics used against the innocent masses
of you nice citizens in this “new age” of socalled World Order.
The “Order” is a nice way of making the
word “genocide” or “euthanasia” palatable for
you who are to be done away with—though
you are unaware that the idea of massive
population reduction is central to the plan.
As an aside here, on the subject of death, Dr.
“Death” Kevorkian’s video-taped assisted suicide
is no different than the Clinton-Lewinsky airing
of thinly-veiled glorifying of lewd, spiritually
debasing, AND DEADLY behavior (what with
man-made retro viruses, such as AIDS, floating
around). The aim of the pageantry paraded
before your eyes via your vidiot boxes, in
Kevorkian’s case, is a display to cause you ones
to accept the killing of a certain group of
people. Today it is “terminally ill” patients—
whether or not YOU KNOW if that person is
terminal, or just categorized as such through the
greedy perspective of the Khazarian-run American
Medical Association. Tomorrow a certain group
may be “undesirables” or there will be the mindcontrol programming, through your media, which
leads to an open acceptance of wholesale
slaughtering of the unborn.
Impossible in your modern world?
What do you think is going on in ThirdWorld countries, where NO NEWS of real
atrocities leaks out?
There are entire
government-sanctioned
research
and
development programs working around the clock
coming up with “better and more efficient”
ways of killing people.
During the Truth Hearings in South Africa,
recently leaked from the Arab world, military

intelligence (Britain’s MI-6 and Israel’s Mossad
will always be at the root of such heinous
schemes) was caught planning AND CARRYING
OUT the deaths of many thousands of people
using methods “designed to kill pigmented people
only”. The announced scrubbing of one of John
Glenn’s experiments regarding melanin (a dark
pigment found in skin and hair) was part of the
research for, among other things, making a more
effective and selective agent for murder.
How can such heinous plans be carried out
without the masses of you-the-public finding out
about them? For most of you, how would you
ever know if the CONTROLLED media does not
tell you?!
It has been told to you repeatedly that being
peaceful—yet as informed and as shrewd as the
proverbial serpent—is how evil is bested. All
things considered, God-Aton’s people have the
advantage because Satan’s armies are limited to
things of evil, “low-frequency” conjuring,
whereas Lighted workers have within them
waiting to be tapped—for lack of a better
descriptive—“high-frequency” Light with which
to create true miracles. Never forget: evil does
not flourish, nor can it survive very long,
bathed in the Light of Truth.
Remember that all things manifest are
constructed of Light, and Aton is ultimately the
SOURCE of that Light. Therefore, it should
make sense that those who live by the Natural
Laws of God’s Lighted Creation, which is based
on Truth, Love, Giving and Regiving—all the
conditions that allow Aton’s Universe to evolve
on into infinity with TOTAL BALANCE AND
HARMONY (even if you don’t wholly perceive it
at your current state of evolution)—will be the
ultimate victors in any confrontation with an
adversary lost in darkness.
But always, you must know your enemy and
his ways. So let me end this digression and
return to the subject at hand—so that you may
KNOW the ways of darkness and thus be in a
better position to recognize and counter such
deviant behavior.
SUN TZU’S
THE ART OF WAR
The following is translated by Thomas
Cleary, Shambhala Classics, Boston, 1991, from
the 2000-year-old manuscript. Commentary in
this translation has been selected from a
collection of eleven interpreters who lived from
the second to the twelfth centuries and is
included in parentheses. It is interesting to note
that the Khazar empire, which prided itself on
being a barbarous, warrior race, flourished during

the first large-scale implementation of Sun Tzu’s
teachings.
My commentary will be indicated as [K:]
within the document.
[QUOTING:]
I. STRATEGIC ASSESSMENTS
Military action is important to the nation—it
is the ground of death and life, the path of
survival and destruction, so it is imperative to
examine it. (The ground means the location, the
place of pitched battle—gain the advantage and
you live; lose the advantage and you die.
Therefore military action is called the ground of
death and life. The path means the way to adjust
to the situation and establish victory—find this
and you survive; lose this and you perish.)
Therefore measure in terms of five things, use
these assessments to make comparisons, and thus
find out what the conditions are. The five things
are the way, the weather, the terrain, the
leadership, and discipline. (These are to be
assessed at headquarters—first assess yourself
and your opponent in terms of these five things,
deciding who is superior.
Then you can
determine who is likely to prevail.)
The way means inducing the people to have
the same aim as the leadership, so that they will
share death and share life, without fear of danger.
[K: This is the job of the conspiracy-based
media. By utilizing films and television for
propaganda purposes, “the people” become
willing cannon fodder for those who wish to
increase—or keep, as the case may be—their
wealth in oil and stolen lands.] (The way
means humaneness and justice. In ancient times
a famous minister of state asked a political
philosopher about military matters.
The
philosopher said, “Humaneness and justice are the
means by which to govern properly. When
government is carried out properly, people feel
close to the leadership and think little of dying
for it.”)
The weather means the seasons. (In ancient
times many soldiers lost their fingers to frostbite
on campaigns against the Huns, and many
soldiers died of plague on campaigns against the
southern tribes. This was because of carrying out
operations in winter and summer.) [K: Weather
modification by your government through the
weather grids along your nation’s shores, or by
Russia’s hovering weapons platforms and
Moon-based beam systems—let us not forget
the French and American underwater nuclear
detonations enhancing El Ninos and La
Ninas—has added a new dimension to
“unconventional” warfare that very few know
about; however, with the drastic changes in
your climate, where hundred-year records are
broken with each severe storm, people are
beginning to suspect that someone has been
tampering in Mother Nature’s domain.]
The terrain is to be assessed in terms of
distance, difficulty or ease of travel, dimension,
and safety. (In any military operation, it is
important first to know the lay of the land.
When you know the distance to be traveled, then
you can plan whether to proceed directly or by a
circuitous route. When you know the difficulty
or ease of travel, then you can determine the
advantages of infantry or mounted troops. When
you know the dimensions of the area, then you
can assess how many troops you need, many or
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few. When you know the relative safety of the
terrain, then you can discern whether to do battle
or disperse.)
Leadership is a matter of intelligence,
trustworthiness, humaneness, courage, and
sternness. (The way of ancient kings was to
consider humaneness foremost, while the martial
artists considered intelligence foremost. This is
because intelligence involves ability to plan and
to know when to change effectively.
Trustworthiness means to make people sure of
punishment or reward. Humaneness means love
and compassion for people, being aware of their
toils. Courage means to seize opportunities to
make certain of victory, without vacillation.
Sternness means to establish discipline in the
ranks through strict punishments.)
Discipline means organization, chain of
command, and logistics. (Organization means
that the troops must be grouped in a regulated
manner. Chain of command means that there
must be officers to keep the troops together and
lead them. Logistics means overseeing supplies.)
Every general has heard of these five things.
Those who know them prevail; those who do not
know them do not prevail.
Therefore, use these assessments for
comparison, to find out what the conditions are.
That is to say, which political leadership has the
way? Which general has ability? Who has the
better climate and terrain? Whose discipline is
effective? Whose troops are the stronger?
Whose officers and soldiers are the better
trained?
Whose system of rewards and
punishments is clearer? This is how you can
know who will win. (The ancient classic of
documents says, “The one who treats me well is
my leader; the one who treats me cruelly is my
enemy.” The question is: which side has a
humane government, and which side has a cruel
government.)
Assess the advantages in taking advice, then
structure your forces accordingly, to supplement
extraordinary tactics. Forces are to be structured
strategically, based on what is advantageous.
A military operation involves deception. [K:
This is important. Your media induces you to
love to want to go to war and sacrifice your
babies, but what they do that is even more
sinister is portray your “enemies” as buffoons
ill-equipped for battle, when in actuality it is
you Americans who are not ready. The
technology that is already perfected in the
fields of electronics, military-grade biological
and chemical weapons, and laser and particlebeam anti-personnel systems is so incredibly
destructive that entire armies can be destroyed
in a matter of seconds. Yet your troops train
using grossly outdated methods and equipment.
You are not supposed to win any wars, chelas,
and the only thing that has kept you alive so
far is the Godly and Christian elements of
your Kremlin and Arab adversaries who are
not completely in the pockets of the bankster
moneychangers.]
Even though you are
competent, appear to be incompetent. Though
effective, appear to be ineffective. (This means
that when you are really competent and effective,
you outwardly appear to be incompetent and
ineffective, so as to cause the enemy to be
unprepared. Deception is for the purpose of
seeking victory over an enemy; to command a
group requires truthfulness.) [K: Truthfulness
within their own small circles protected by
oaths, to later use as tools against the masses,
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such as the Jewish-Khazarian Kol Nidre (or
“vow of vows”) whereby each year these ones
swear to lie to all the non-Jews over whom
they have positioned themselves in your
civilian and military courts, and local and
national lawmaking in the hopes of building an
all-powerful Israel. Is it that cliquish?
Sherman Block, the late former Sheriff of THE
LARGEST POLICE AND PRISON SYSTEM
IN THE WORLD, could boast in Mossad
circles that his racist police department was
and will always be controlled by the little
“nice Jewish deli owner”. Did anyone blink an
eye when the entire political body of movers
and shakers in the city of Los Angeles got
behind the suggestion to vote a corpse back
into office?
Even supposed enemies
wholeheartedly supported the idea of keeping
the Block power structure intact. Could it be
because the Israeli 6-pointed Star of David is
what the badge really stands for? Didn’t
Texas and the Old West glorify 5-pointed
stars? People, if you don’t open your eyes to
the deception flaunted in front of you, how can
you expect to take back your streets and your
nation—not to mention your world—from
those who have planned your demise? The
Mossad (Israeli Intelligence) motto of “Thou
Shalt Make War By Deception” has its origins
here.]
When you are going to attack nearby, make it
look as if you are going to go a long way; when
you are going to attack far away, make it look as
if you are going just a short distance. [K: How
about “when you occupy the state capital,
make it look as if you are their greatest ally”.
The strong Jewish Lobby groups in
Washington are the most aggressive nonpatriotic organizations to ever ascend IN
MASS upon your Capital, and yet, they smile
at you while building your gallows—and you
pay for that too!]
Draw them in with prospect of gain, take
them by confusion. (When the states of Wu and
Yue were at war with each other, Wu sent out
three thousand criminals to give an appearance of
disorder so as to lure Yue. Some of the
criminals ran, some of them gave up; the Yue
army fought with them, only to be defeated by
the army of Wu.) [K: By drawing your
Representatives in with the prospect of gain—
bribes, payoffs, and kickbacks—your Congress
was bought and paid for by the British,
through Israel; the confusion will be through
orchestrated riots and unrest; and when
FEMA legally takes over—backed by a UN
mercenary army—the faces of your true enemy
will be unmasked.]
When they are fulfilled, be prepared against
them; when they are strong, avoid them. (If the
enemy’s government is fulfilled—meaning that
there is mutual love between the rulers and the
ruled, there is clarity and trustworthiness in the
system of rewards and punishments, and the
soldiers are well trained—then you should be on
guard against them. Do not wait for a clash to
make your preparations.)
Use anger to throw them into disarray.
(When their military leadership is obstreperous,
you should irritate them to make them angry—
then they will become impetuous and ignore their
original strategy.)
Use humility to make them haughty. Tire
them by flight. Cause division among them.
Attack when they are unprepared; make your

move when they do not expect it. (Strike at their
gaps; attack when they are lax; don’t let the
enemy figure out how to prepare. This is why it
is said that in military operations formlessness is
the most effective. One of the great warriorleaders said, “The most efficient of movements is
the one that is unexpected; the best of plans is
the one that is unknown.”)
The formation and procedure by the military
should not be divulged beforehand. (To divulge
means to leak out. The military has no constant
form, just as water has no constant shape—adapt
as you face the enemy, without letting them
know beforehand what you are going to do.
Therefore, assessment of the enemy is in the
mind; observation of the situation is in the eyes.)
The one who figures on victory at
headquarters before even doing battle is the one
who has the most strategic factors on his side.
The one who figures on inability to prevail at
headquarters before doing battle is the one who
has the least strategic factors on his side. The
one with many strategic factors in his favor wins;
the one with few strategic factors in his favor
loses—how much the more so for one with no
strategic factors in his favor. Observing the
matter in this way, I can see who will win and
who will lose.
II: DOING BATTLE
When you do battle, even if you are winning,
if you continue for a long time it will dull your
forces and blunt your edge; if you besiege a
citadel, your strength will be exhausted. If you
keep your armies out in the field for a long time,
your supplies will be insufficient. (Arms are
tools of ill omen—to employ them for an
extended period of time will bring about
calamity. As it is said, “Those who like to fight
and so exhaust their military inevitably perish.”)
When your forces are dulled, your edge is
blunted, your strength is exhausted, and your
supplies are gone; then others will take advantage
of your debility and rise up. Then even if you
have wise advisors you cannot make things turn
out well in the end.
Therefore I have heard of military operations
that were clumsy but swift, but I have never seen
one that was skillful and lasted a long time. It is
never beneficial to a nation to have a military
operation continue for a long time. (As it is
said, be swift as the thunder that peals before
you have a chance to cover your ears, fast as the
lightning that flashes before you can blink your
eyes.)
Therefore, those who are not thoroughly
aware of the disadvantages in the use of arms
cannot be thoroughly aware of the advantages in
the use of arms.
Those who use the military skillfully do not
raise troops twice and do not provide food three
times. (This means you draft people into service
once and then immediately seize victory—you do
not go back to your country a second time to
raise more troops. At first you provide food,
after that you feed off the enemy.) [K: The
Khazars have been feeding off your American
life blood for so long that they have all but
murdered your nation.]
By taking equipment from your own country,
but feeding off the enemy, you can be sufficient
in both arms and provisions.
When a country is impoverished by military
operations, it is because of transporting supplies
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to a distant place. Transport supplies to a distant
place, and the populace will be impoverished.
[K: Impoverished hardly covers the incredible
circumstances you are in financially under the
British-Israel/Federal Reserve-IRS system and
inflated costs tacked on by the munitions
makers. Your deficit is so many times higher
than your politicians publically announce that
they fear you would riot and rebel if you knew
the true numbers.]
Those who are near the army sell at high
prices. Because of high prices, the wealth of the
common people is exhausted. (When supplies are
transported far away, the people are worn out by
the expense. In the markets near the army, the
prices of goods shoot up. Therefore long
military campaigns are a plague to a nation.)
[K: You’ve been at a constant state of war
since 1934 with public AND SECRET
campaigns, conflicts, and “advising”—
substituted for the label “war”.
Your
Constitution stipulates that only Congress can
“declare war”. The treasonists simply don’t
call it “war”; then Congress does not need to
be told anything.]
When resources are exhausted, then levies are
made under pressure. When power and resources
are exhausted, then the homeland is drained. The
common people are deprived of seventy percent
of their budget, while the government’s expenses
for equipment amount to sixty percent of its
budget. (The people are the basis of a country;
food is the heaven of the people. Those who
rule over others should respect this and be
sparing.) [K: This is serious. The farmers are
being driven off their land and their properties
foreclosed because it is fully intended that
during war your enemy will simply allow you
to starve to death. You have no more than a
week of reserves for emergencies and all your
surplus is given away to China and Russia.
The plight of the Black farmer is even worse
as the Agriculture Department is regarded as
the “last slave plantation” due to its blatant
attempts to prevent the Black farmer from
maintaining and acquiring the equipment and
supplies necessary to grow crops and hold on
to their land.]
Therefore a wise general strives to feed off
the enemy. Each pound of food taken from the
enemy is equivalent to twenty pounds you
provide by yourself. (It takes twenty pounds of
provisions to deliver one pound of provisions to
a distant army.)
So what kills the enemy is anger; what gets
the enemy’s good is reward. (If you reward your
men with spoils, that will make them fight on
their own initiative, so the enemy’s goods can be
taken. That is why it is said that, where there
are big rewards, there are valiant men.)
Therefore, in a chariot battle, reward the first
to capture at least ten chariots. (If you reward
everyone, there will not be enough to go around,
so you offer a reward to one in order to
encourage everyone.)
Change their colors, use them mixed in with
your own. [K: This is being done to perfection
as you will note Israel and UN blue is mixed
with Air Force colors, and, on a larger scale,
the European Union’s Red, White and Blue is
the flag colors for all the key nations
important to the New World Order plan. This
stems from the days when the Rockefeller
family consolidated (for the Rothschilds) big
business with government (Fascism—two giant

fascis are mounted on either side of the House
Speaker in Congress) and the likes of Standard
Oil, Chevron, and Mobil would have the same
colors in the makeup of their logo. Even such
as the presumably Japanese company SONY
(Standard Oil of New York) readily shows its
Rockefeller roots in the cartel’s monopoly.]
Treat the soldiers well; take care of them.
(Captured soldiers should be well treated, to get
them to work for you.)
This is called overcoming the opponent and
increasing your strength to boot. (If you use the
enemy to defeat the enemy, you will be strong
wherever you go.)
So the important thing in a military operation
is victory, not persistence. (Persistence is not
profitable. An army is like fire—if you don’t put
it out, it will burn itself out.)
Hence, we know that the leader of the army
is in charge of the lives of the people and the
safety of the nation.
III: PLANNING A SIEGE
The general rule for use of the military is
that it is better to keep a nation intact than to
destroy it. It is better to keep an army intact
than to destroy it; better to keep a division intact
than to destroy it; better to keep a battalion intact
than to destroy it; better to keep a unit intact
than to destroy it. (Wei Liaozi said, “Practicing
martial arts, assess your opponents; cause them to
lose spirit and direction so that even if the
opposing army is intact, it is useless—this is
winning by the Tao. If you destroy the opposing
army and kill the generals, mount the ramparts
shooting, gather a mob and usurp the land, this is
winning by force.)
Therefore those who win every battle are not
really skillful—those who render others’ armies
helpless without fighting are the best of all. [K:
This is the state of your military, especially the
Air Force, with its mass exodus of pilots and
skilled computer personnel. You are flying
outdated aircraft and employing technology
that is bested by Russian, Cuban, and
Communist South American fighters. You
have maybe one type of aircraft that is
somewhat comparable, but in a war an
adversary will overwhelm you by sheer
numbers alone.]
The superior militarist strikes while schemes
are being laid. The next best is to attack
alliances. [K: As you are well aware, the U.S.
has no friends in the world, thanks to Israelidirected aggression.] The next best is to attack
the army. (To be good at successful attack,
deploying your forces without a hitch is yet
another notch down. Therefore a great warrioremperor said, “One who fights for victory in
front of bared blades is not a good general.”)
The lowest is to attack a city. Siege of a
city is only done as a last resort.
Take three months to prepare your machines
and three months to complete your siege
engineering. (Some say that Master Sun’s point
here is that you shouldn’t get angry and rush to
attack. This is why he says to take time.)
If the general cannot overcome his anger and
has his army swarm over the citadel, killing a
third of his soldiers, and yet the citadel is still
not taken, this is a disastrous attack.
Therefore one who is good at martial arts
overcomes others’ forces without battle, conquers
others’ cities without siege, destroys others’
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nations without taking a long time. (A skillful
martialist ruins plans, spoils relations, cuts off
supplies, or blocks the way, and hence can
overcome people without fighting.)
It is imperative to contest all factions for
complete victory, so the army is not garrisoned
and the profit can be total. This is the law of
strategic siege. (Complete victory is when the
army does not fight, the city is not besieged, the
destruction does not go on long, but in each case
the enemy is overcome by strategy.) [K: The
suicidal plans of the Bolshevik-Khazarian
Zionists are such that, if they cannot have the
world, then no one will—and nuclear war is
still part of the plan!]
So the rule for use of the military is that if
you outnumber the opponent ten to one, then
surround them; five to one, attack; two to one,
divide. [K: You, the “opponent”, outnumber
the Khazarian parasite class of evil
manipulators a billion to one.]
If you are equal, then fight if you are able.
If you are fewer, then keep away if you are able.
If you are not as good, then flee if you are able.
(This advice applies to the case where all else is
equal. If your forces are orderly while theirs are
chaotic, if you are excited and they are sluggish,
then even if they are more numerous you can do
battle. [K: This is why you are constantly
being bombarded with all types of distractions:
drugs (prescription or otherwise), mindnumbing “music” and visual media with
confusing subliminal programing, right down
to fluoridation (rat poison) of water supplies,
etc. All these things are to soften you up for
the takeover. When the Khazar tribes of old
would focus upon laying siege to a city, they
would get the city, unknowingly, to open their
doors to these nomadic conquerors that set up
camp nearby.
CIRCUMCISING was
introduced to the city’s men as a show of
cultural exchange and sharing, but when the
men were weak from the ritual cutting, the
Khazar warriors would come back into the city
at night and burn the city to the ground,
taking whatever plunder they could carry off
as they moved on to their next victim.] If your
soldiers, strength, strategy, and courage are all
less than that of the opponent, then you should
retreat and watch for an opening.)
Therefore if the smaller side is stubborn, it
becomes the captive of the larger side. (This
means that if a small country does not assess its
power and dares to become the enemy of a large
country, no matter how firm its defenses be, it
will inevitably become a captive nation. The
Spring and Autumn Annals say, “If you cannot be
strong, and yet cannot be weak, this will result in
your defeat.”) [K: The small nation of Israel is
actually the third superpower; Russia and the
U.S. are number one and two respectively.
The secret stockpile of nuclear weapons and
other ACTUAL weapons of mass destruction in
new Khazaria (Israel) is enough in itself to
blow away your planet. Meanwhile, China
smartly waits like a sleeping giant, till the
sands shift and the odds favor her striking for
domination.]
Generals are assistants of the nation. When
their assistance is complete, the country is strong.
When their assistance is defective, the country is
weak.
(If the generals do not help the
leadership, and harbor duplicity in their hearts,
then the country will be weak. Therefore it is
imperative to be careful in choosing people for
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positions of responsibility.) [K: This is why all
positions of key importance are staffed with
Bolshevik-Zionist or Israeli Mossad agents or
members of the Jewish Mishpucka crime
families.]
So there are three ways in which a civil
leadership causes the military trouble. When a
civil leadership, unaware of the facts, tells its
armies to advance when it should not, or tells its
armies to retreat when it should not, this is called
tying up the armies. When the civil leadership is
ignorant of military affairs but shares equally in
the government of the armies, the soldiers get
confused. When the civil leadership is ignorant
of military maneuvers but shares equally in the
command of the armies, the soldiers hesitate.
Once the armies are confused and hesitant,
trouble comes from competitors. This is called
taking away victory by deranging the military.
(If you try to use the methods of civilian
government to govern a military operation, the
operation will become confused.)
So there are five ways of knowing who will
win. Those who know when to fight and when
not to fight are victorious. Those who discern
when to use many or few troops are victorious.
Those whose upper and lower ranks have the
same desire are victorious. Those whose generals
are able and are not constrained by their
governments are victorious. These five are the
ways to know who will win. (To talk about
government orders for all this is like going to
announce to your superiors that you want to put
out a fire—by the time you get back with an
order, there is nothing left but ashes.)
IV: FORMATION
In ancient times, skillful warriors first made
themselves invincible, and then watched for
vulnerability in their opponents. (Making
yourself invincible means knowing yourself;
waiting for vulnerability in opponents means
knowing others.) [K: Your Khazar enemies
certainly know you and your vulnerabilities—
after all, they helped to create them. Your
education system is under complete
manipulation and guidance by Zionist-Jewish
“psychologists” while their banksters (banking
gangsters) control the companies (by being the
majority stockholders) that supply your
textbooks. Remember: “...shape the brains of
the goy (non-Jew) children to suit ourselves...”
is the directive from The Protocols Of The
Learned Elders Of Zion.]
Invincibility is in oneself; vulnerability is in
the opponent.
Therefore, skillful warriors are able to be
invincible, but they cannot cause opponents to be
vulnerable. (If opponents have no formation to
find out, no gap or slack to take advantage of,
how can you overcome them, even if you are
well equipped?)
That is why it is said that victory can be
discerned but not manufactured.
Invincibility is a matter of defense;
vulnerability is a matter of attack. (As long as
you have not seen vulnerable formations in
opponents, you hide your own form, preparing
yourself in such a way as to be invincible, in
order to preserve yourself. When opponents have
vulnerable formations, then it is time to go out to
attack them.)
Defense is for times of insufficiency; attack
is for times of surplus.
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Those skilled in defense hide in the deepest
depths of the Earth [K: Underground will
always be the best defense—for man or
animal—against enemies or a hostile
environment. However, you do not have to
live your lives totally underground; there is
nothing wrong with having a little “root
cellar” for storing or growing a few vegetables,
and if you have a war, no one is going to
object to you and your family jumping in
there until the shooting stops.], those skilled in
attack maneuver in the highest heights of the sky.
[K: The Bolshevik-Zionist warlords regard
your Air Force and NASA as queen and bishop
to use against you and their Kremlin and Arab
enemies in their games of New World Order
strategy.]
Therefore they can preserve
themselves and achieve complete victory. (In
defense, you hush your voices and obliterate your
tracks, hidden as ghosts and spirits beneath the
Earth, invisible to anyone. On the attack, your
movement is swift and your cry shattering, fast
as thunder and lightning, as though coming from
the sky, impossible to prepare for.)
[K:
Unfortunately, lightning “coming from the
sky” is no longer an appropriate metaphor.
These days, charged-particle-beam weapons,
scaler-prana waves, invisible neutron rays, and
sonic howitzers (capable of piercing the armor
plating on tanks with focused or pulsed sound
energy) are all now part of an army’s
armament stores.]
To perceive victory when it is known to all is
not really skillful. Everyone calls victory in
battle good, but it is not really good. (Everyone
says victory in battle is good, but if you see the
subtle and notice the hidden so as to seize
victory where there is no form, this is really
good.)
It does not take much strength to lift a hair;
it does not take sharp eyes to see the Sun and
Moon; it does not take sharp ears to hear a
thunderclap. (What everyone knows is not called
wisdom; victory over others by forced battle is
not considered good.)
In ancient times those known as good
warriors prevailed when it was easy to prevail.
(If you are only able to ensure victory after
engaging an opponent in armed conflict, that
victory is a hard one. If you see the subtle and
notice the hidden, breaking through before
formation, that victory is an easy one.)
Therefore the victories of good warriors are
not noted for cleverness or bravery. Therefore
their victories in battle are not flukes. Their
victories are not flukes because they position
themselves where they will surely win, prevailing
over those who have already lost. (Great wisdom
is not obvious; great merit is not advertised. [K:
This is why there is such an obvious hiding of
Jewish influence in a media that is nearly 100
percent Jewish. Aside from an occasional
reference to “...a nice Jewish boy...”, the
Khazar Jew gives away nothing that could
reveal his hidden matoid (a diagnosed disorder
that affects such as barons, lords, noblemen
and other “royals” which manifests itself as
the individual developing a lack of compassion
for humankind while pretending to be society’s
most ardent philanthropist) tendencies.] When
you see the subtle, it is easy to win—what has it
to do with bravery or cleverness? When trouble
is solved before it forms, who calls that clever?
When there is victory without battle, who talks
about bravery?)

So it is good warriors who take their stand on
ground where they cannot lose, and do not
overlook conditions that make an opponent prone
to defeat.
Therefore a victorious army first wins and
then seeks battle; a defeated army first battles
and then seeks victory. (This is the difference
between those with strategy and those without
forethought.)
Those who use arms will cultivate the way
and keep the rules. Thus they can govern in
such a way as to prevail over the corrupt.
(Using harmony to hunt down opposition, not
attacking a blameless country, not taking captives
or booty wherever the army goes, not razing the
trees or polluting the wells, washing off and
purifying the shrines of the towns and hills in the
countryside you pass through, not repeating the
mistakes of a moribund nation—all this is called
the way and its rules. When the army is strictly
disciplined, to the point where soldiers would die
rather than disobey, rewards and punishments that
are trustworthy and just are established. When
the military leadership is such that it can achieve
this, it can prevail over an opponent’s corrupt
civil government.) [K: This is why MILITARY
coups are used by such as Mossad-CIA
operations to overthrow “uncooperative” socalled Third-World countries.]
The rules of the military are five:
measurement,
assessment,
calculation,
comparison, and victory. The ground gives rise
to measurements, measurements give rise to
assessments, assessments give rise to calculations,
calculations give rise to comparisons,
comparisons give rise to victories. (By the
comparisons of measurements you know where
victory and defeat lie.)
Therefore a victorious army is like a pound
compared to a gram; a defeated army is like a
gram compared to a pound.
When the victorious get their people to go to
battle as if they were directing a massive flood
of water into a deep canyon, this is a matter of
formation. (When water accumulates in a deep
canyon, no one can measure its amount, just as
our defense shows no form. When the water is
released, it rushes down in a torrent, just as our
attack is irresistible.)
V: FORCE
Force means shifts in accumulated energy or
momentum. Skillful warriors are able to allow
the force of momentum to seize victory for them
without exerting their strength. [K: This is the
same as your built-up momentum to have a
holy war (secretly and subtly planned by
Israel) against your Arab brothers—who by
the way, ARE SEMITES JUST LIKE MOST
OF YOU. KHAZAR “JEWS” HAVE NO
ACTUAL RELATION TO SHEM-SEM; this
makes the much touted or whined accusation
by these fakers “antisemitism” a misnomer
from the mouths of the accusers. The sleightof-hand magic trick here is Israel’s USE OF
AMERICA to achieve victory by USING AND
DEPLETING U.S. RESOURCES while Israeli
stockpiles are saved for the hoped-for day
when all their enemies are decimated by
atomic war. Then they plan to be the ONLY
superpower in the world. Heinous plans
indeed, but they are not fool-proof.]
Governing a large number as though
governing a small number is a matter of division
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into groups. Battling a large number as though
battling a small number is a matter of forms and
calls. (Forms and calls refer to the formations
and signals used to dispose troops and coordinate
movements.)
Making the armies able to [defeat] opponents
without being defeated is a matter of unorthodox
and orthodox methods.
(Orthodoxy and
unorthodoxy are not fixed, but are like a cycle.
Emperor Taizong of the Tang dynasty, a famous
warrior and administrator, spoke of manipulating
opponents’ perceptions of what is orthodox and
what is unorthodox, then attacking unexpectedly,
combining both into one, becoming inscrutable to
opponents.) [K: This is also called changing
the rules of the game in mid game. As you
watch your sexual, religious, political, and
military “rituals” lose all sense of what is
orthodox and unorthodox (right and wrong),
your enemy, with the polished British-Israel
facade, masking a Satanic and decadent
government, will come at you adhering to a
policy whereby the complete lack of moral
behavior and ethics is the order of the day.
You, being goodly Christian people looking to
“do the right thing”—even if it means
sacrificing your own freedoms in the process,
are totally defenseless against the evil ones
whom you blindly trust for leadership. This is
not to suggest that you also cheat, lie, steal,
and break laws; just know your adversary has
another set of rules he follows that excludes
consideration or participation of the masses.]
For the impact of armed forces to be like
stones thrown on eggs is a matter of emptiness
and fullness. (When you induce opponents to
come to you, then their force is always empty; as
long as you do not go to them, your force is
always full. Attacking emptiness with fullness is
like throwing stones on eggs—the eggs are sure
to break.) [K: All your military strategists of
any substance will tell you it is a big mistake
for the U.S. to involve itself in any wars
outside its borders. They are well aware of
the true goals of the Bolshevik-Zionist
planners, and if courageous ones try to bring
these suicidal plans to your attention, they are
either not given a public forum to speak or
suddenly find themselves discredited amidst
scandals. If they get too persistent, sometimes
their aircraft are simply made to fall out of
the sky. Otherwise there are medical traumas
Within the past few years this has happened to
a number of officers who were in a position to
expose the truth.]
In battle, confrontation is done directly,
victory is gained by surprise.
Therefore those skilled at the unorthodox are
infinite as Heaven and Earth, inexhaustible as the
great rivers. When they come to an end, they
begin again, like the days and months; they die
and are reborn, like the four seasons. (Sun and
Moon travel through the sky, they set and rise
again. The four seasons succeed one another,
flourishing and then fading again. This is a
metaphor for the interchange of surprise
unorthodox movements and orthodox direct
confrontation, mixing together into a whole,
ending and beginning infinitely.)
There are only five notes in the musical
scale, but their variations are so many that they
cannot all be heard. There are only five basic
colors, but their variations are so many that they
cannot all be seen. There are only five basic
flavors, but their variations are so many that they

cannot all be tasted. There are only two kinds of
charge in battle, the unorthodox surprise attack
and the orthodox direct attack, but variations of
the unorthodox and the orthodox are endless.
The unorthodox and the orthodox give rise to
each other, like a beginningless circle—who
could exhaust them?
When the speed of rushing water reached the
point where it can move boulders, this is the
force of momentum. When the speed of a hawk
is such that it can strike and kill, this is
precision. So it is with skillful warriors—their
force is swift, their precision is close. Their
force is like drawing a catapult, their precision is
like releasing the trigger. (Their force is swift in
the sense that the force of the momentum of
battle kills when it is released—that is why it is
likened to a drawn catapult.)
Disorder arises from order, cowardice arises
from courage, weakness arises from strength.
(What this means is that if you want to feign
disorder so as to lead opponents on, first you
must have complete order, for only then can you
create artificial disorder. If you want to feign
cowardice to spy on opponents, first you must be
extremely brave, for only then can you act
artificially timid. If you want to feign weakness
to induce haughtiness in opponents, first you
must be extremely strong, for only then can you
pretend to be weak.)
Order and disorder are a matter of
organization, courage and cowardice are a matter
of momentum, strength and weakness are a
matter of formation. (When an army has the
force of momentum, even the timid become
brave; when it loses the force of momentum,
even the brave become timid. Nothing is fixed
in the laws of warfare—they develop based on
momenta.)
Therefore those who skillfully move
opponents, make formations that opponents are
sure to follow, give what opponents are sure to
take. They move opponents with the prospect of
gain, waiting for them in ambush. (Formations
that opponents are sure to follow are formations
that give the impression of exhaustion.
Opponents are moved by the prospect of an
advantage.)
Therefore good warriors seek effectiveness in
battle from the force of momentum, not from
individual people. Therefore they are able to
choose people and let the force of momentum do
its work.
(When you have the force of
momentum in war, even the timid can be
courageous. So it is possible to choose them for
their capabilities and give them the appropriate
responsibilities. The brave can fight; the careful
can guard; the intelligent can communicate. No
one is useless.)
VI: EMPTINESS AND FULLNESS
Those who are first on the battlefield and
await the opponents are at ease; those who are
last on the battlefield and head into battle get
worn out. [K: The U.S. military is about as
worn out and thinly spread as it can be. Your
enemies know this—you do not. They are just
waiting for orders (or the correct sequence of
events) to strike when you are most
vulnerable, WHICH IS NOW. Your troops
have zero protection against conventional
attacks, much less chemical, biological or
nuclear strikes for which a shelter system can
quickly and easily be provided. After all, if
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you have no soldiers to protect your borders
after the shooting stops and the (radioactive)
dust settles, what is the point in having an
army or militia in the first place? This is not
an advocation to encourage your warring
tendencies, but an attempt to prevent the
slaughter of millions of God’s people—on both
sides of the battle line.]
Therefore good warriors cause others to come
to them, and do not go to others. (If you make
opponents come to fight, then their force will
always be empty. If you do not go to fight, then
your force will always be full. This is the art of
emptying others and filling yourself.)
What causes opponents to come to their own
accord is the prospect of gain. What discourages
opponents from coming is the prospect of harm.
So when opponents are at ease, it is possible
to tire them. When they are well fed, it is
possible to starve them. When they are at rest, it
is possible to move them.
(You attack
unexpectedly, causing opponents to become
exhausted just running for their lives. You burn
their supplies and raze their fields, cutting off
their supply routes. You appear at critical places
and strike when they least expect it, making them
have to go to the rescue.)
Appear where they cannot go, head for where
they least expect you. To travel hundreds of
miles without fatigue, go over land where there
are no people. (Striking at an open gap does not
only mean where the opponent has no defense.
As long as the defense is not strict, the place is
not tightly guarded, they will fall apart in front
of you, as if you were traveling over unpopulated
territory.)
So in the case of those who are skilled in
attack, their opponents do not know where to
defend. In the case of those skilled in defense,
their opponents do not know where to attack.
(When directives are carried out, people are
sincerely loyal, preparations for defense are
firmly secured, and yet you are so subtle and
secretive that you reveal no form, opponents are
unsure—their intelligence is of no avail.)
Be extremely subtle, even to the point of
formlessness. Be extremely mysterious, even to
the point of soundlessness. Thereby you can be
the director of the opponent’s fate. [K: This is
another area that has been taken to the nth
degree. You have aircraft of the stealth
variety that have the capability of hovering
high in the air over a country or near its
border, whereby conventional or beam
weapons bombard a target without any
warning or detection of point of origin. Cruise
missiles are usually the cover for such
operations.]
To advance irresistibly, push through their
gaps. To retreat elusively, outspeed them.
(Military conditions are based on speed—come
like the wind, go like lighting, and opponents
will be unable to overcome you.)
Therefore when you want to do battle, even if
the opponent is deeply entrenched in a defensive
position, he will be unable to avoid fighting if
you attack where he will surely go to the rescue.
When you do not want to do battle, even if
you draw a line on the ground to hold, the
opponent cannot fight with you because you set
him off on the wrong track. (This means that
when opponents come to attack you, you do not
fight with them, but rather, set up a strategic
change to confuse them and make them
uncertain.)
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Therefore, when you induce others to
construct a formation while you yourself are
formless, then you are concentrated while the
opponent is divided. (What is orthodox to you,
make opponents see as unorthodox; what is
unorthodox to you, make them see as orthodox.
This is inducing others to construct a formation.
Once the opponent’s formation is seen, you then
mass your troops against it. Since your form is
not revealed, the opponent will surely divide up
his forces for security.)
When you are concentrated into one while the
opponent is divided into ten, you attack at a
concentration of ten-to-one, so you outnumber the
opponent.
If you can strike few with many, you will
thus minimize the number of those with whom
you do battle. (While being deeply entrenched
and highly barricaded, not allowing any
information about yourself to become known, go
out-and-in formlessly, attacking and taking
unfathomably.)
Your battleground is not to be known, for
when it cannot be known, the enemy makes many
guard outposts, and since multiple outposts are
established, you only have to do battle with small
squads.
So when the front is prepared, the rear is
lacking, and when the rear is prepared the front
is lacking. Preparedness on the left means lack
on the right, preparedness on the right means
lack on the left. Preparedness everywhere means
lack everywhere. (This means that when troops
are on guard in many places, they are therefore
scattered into small bands.)
The few are those on the defensive against
others, the many are those who cause others to
be on the defensive against themselves. (The
more defenses you induce your enemy to adopt,
the more impoverished your enemy will be.)
So if you know the place and time of battle,
you can join the fight from a thousand miles
away. If you do not know the place and time of
battle, then your left flank cannot save your
right, your right cannot save your left, your
vanguard cannot save your rearguard, and your
rearguard cannot save your vanguard, even in the
short range of a few to a few dozen miles.
According to my assessment, even if you
have many more troops than others, how can that
help you to victory? (If you do not know the
place and time of battle, even though your troops
outnumber others, how can you know whether
you will win or lose?)
So it is said that victory can be made. (If
you cause opponents to be unaware of the place
and time of battle, you can always win.)
Even if opponents are numerous, they can be
made not to fight.
So assess them to find out their plans, both
the successful ones and the failures. Incite them
to action in order to find out the patterns of
movement and rest. (Do something for or
against them, making opponents turn their
attention to it, so that you can find out their
patterns of aggressive and defensive behavior.)
Induce them to adopt specific formations, in
order to know the ground of death and life.
(This means that you use many methods to
confuse and disturb enemies to observe the forms
of the response to you; after that you deal with
them accordingly, so you can know what sort of
situations mean life and what sort of situations
mean death.)
Test them to find out where they are
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sufficient and where they are lacking.
Therefore the consummation of forming an
army is to arrive at formlessness. When you
have no form, undercover espionage cannot find
out anything, intelligence cannot form a strategy.
(Once you have no perceptible form, you leave
no traces to follow, so spies cannot find any
chinks to see through and those in charge of
intelligence cannot put any plans into operation.)
Victory over multitudes by means of
formation is unknowable to the multitudes.
Everyone knows the form by which I am
victorious, but no one knows the form by which I
ensure victory.
Therefore victory in war is not repetitious,
but adapts its form endlessly. (Determining
changes as appropriate, do not repeat former
strategies to gain victory. [K: In the case of
your adversary, they never change their
methods of taking over nations and peoples.
They don’t need to—the masses fall for their
lies every time.] Whatever formations opponents
may adopt, from the beginning I can adapt to
them to attain victory.)
Military formation is like water—the form of
water is to avoid the high and go to the low; the
form of a military force is to avoid the full and
attack the empty; the flow of water is determined
by the Earth, the victory of a military force is
determined by the opponent.
So a military force has no constant formation,
water has no constant shape: the ability to gain
victory by changing and adapting according to
the opponent is called genius. [K: Even though
the Israelis fight tooth-and-nail to keep stolen
land (Palestine) to call their own, the JewishKhazarian practice is to spread themselves
over the entire globe, for in their “religious”
work, the Talmud (written to sidestep spiritual
truths contained in the Judean Torah), it
suggests that Jews should be dispersed
“...because the world ought to belong to us.”]
VII: ARMED STRUGGLE
The ordinary rule for use of military force is
for the military command to receive the orders
from the civilian authorities, then to gather and
mass the troops, quartering them together.
Nothing is harder than armed struggle. (The
fight with people face-to-face over advantages is
the hardest thing in the world.)
The difficulty of armed struggle is to make
long distances near and make problems into
advantages. (While giving the appearance of
being far away, you step up your pace and get
there before the opponent.)
Therefore you make their route a long one,
luring them on in hopes of gain. When you set
out after others and arrive before them, you know
the strategy of making the distant near. (You use
a special squad to lure the opponent on a wild
goose chase, making it seem as though your main
force is far away; then you send out a surprise
attack force that gets there first, even though it
sets out last.)
Therefore armed struggle is considered
profitable, and armed struggle is considered
dangerous. (For the skilled it is profitable, for
the unskilled it is dangerous.)
To mobilize the whole army to struggle for
advantage would take too long, yet to struggle
for advantage with a stripped-down army results
in a lack of equipment.
So if you travel light, not stopping day or
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night, doubling your usual pace, struggling for an
advantage a hundred miles away, your military
leaders will be captured. Strong soldiers will get
there first, the weary later on—as a rule, one in
ten make it. (When the road is long, the people
are weary; if their strength has been used up in
travel, then they are worn out while their
opponents are fresh, so they are sure to be
attacked.)
Struggling for an advantage fifty miles away
will thwart the forward leadership, and as a rule
only fifty percent of the soldiers make it.
Struggle for an advantage thirty miles away,
and two-out-of-three get there.
So an army perishes if it has no equipment, it
perishes if it has no food, and it perishes if it has
no money. (These three things are necessary—
you cannot fight to win with an unequipped
army.)
So if you do not know the plans of your
competitors, you cannot make informed alliances.
Unless you know the mountains and forests,
the defiles and impasses, and the lay of the
marshes and swamps, you cannot maneuver with
an armed force. Unless you use local guides,
you cannot get the advantage of the land. (Only
when you know every detail of the lay of the
land can you maneuver and contend.)
So a military force is established by
deception, mobilized by gain, and adapted by
division and combination. (A military force is
established by deception in the sense that you
deceive enemies so that they do not know your
real condition, and then can establish supremacy.
It is mobilized by gain in the sense that it goes
into action when it sees an advantage. Dividing
and recombining is done to confuse opponents
and observe how they react to you, so that then
you can adapt in such a way as to seize victory.)
Therefore, when it moves swiftly it is like the
wind; when it goes slowly it is like a forest. It
is rapacious as fire, immovable as mountains. (It
is swift as the wind in that it comes without a
trace and withdraws like lightning. It is like a
forest in that it is orderly. It is rapacious as fire
across a plain, not leaving a single blade of
grass. It is immovable as a mountain when it
garrisons.)
It is as hard to know as the dark; its
movement is like pealing thunder.
To plunder a locality, divide up your troops.
To expand your territory, divide the spoils. (The
rule for military operations is to feed off the
enemy as much as possible. However, in
localities where people do not have very much, it
is necessary to divide up the troops into smaller
groups to take what they need, here and there,
for only then will there be enough. As for
dividing the spoils, this means it is necessary to
divide up the troops to guard what has been
gained, not letting enemies get it.)
Act after having made assessments. The one
who first knows the measures of far and near
wins—this is the rule of armed struggle. (The
first to move is the guest; the last to move is the
host. The guest has it hard; the host has it easy.
Far and near means travel—fatigue, hunger, and
cold arise from travel.)
An ancient book of military order says,
“Words are not heard, so cymbals and drums are
made. Owing to lack of visibility, banners and
flags are made.” Cymbals, drums, banners, and
flags are used to focus and unify people’s ears
and eyes. Once people are unified, the brave
cannot proceed alone, the timid cannot retreat
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alone—this is the rule for employing a group.
(To unify a people’s ears and eyes means to
make people look and listen in concert so that
they do not become confused and disorderly.
Signals are used to indicate directions and
prevent individuals from going off by
themselves.)
So, in night battles, you use many fires and
drums; in daytime battles, you use many banners
and flags, so as to manipulate people’s ears and
eyes. (You use many signals to startle their
perceptions and make them fear your awesome
martial power.) [K: In space battles, your
enemy will use many “stars” to convince the
Earth-bound masses that an extraterrestrial
threat exists, so you will unify under the One
World Government banner.]
So you should take away the energy of their
armies, and take away the heart of their generals.
(First you must be capable of firmness in your
own heart—only then can you take away the
heart of opposing generals. This is why tradition
says that people of former times had the heart to
take away hearts, and the ancient law of
charioteers says that when the basic mind is firm,
fresh energy is victorious.)
So, morning energy is keen, midday energy
slumps, evening energy recedes—therefore those
skilled in use of arms avoid the keen energy and
strike the slumping and receding. These are
those who master energy. (Any weakling in the
world will fight in a minute if he gets excited,
but when it comes to actually taking up arms and
seeking to do battle, this is being possessed by
energy—when this energy wanes, they will stop,
get frightened, and feel regret. The reason that
armies look upon strong enemies the way they
look at virgin girls is that their aggressiveness is
being taken advantage of, as they are stirred up
over something.)
Using order to deal with the disorderly, using
calm to deal with the clamorous, is mastering the
heart. (Unless your heart is wide open and your
mind is orderly, you cannot be expected to be
able to adapt responsively without limit, dealing
with events unerringly, facing great and
unexpected difficulties without upset, calmly
handling everything without confusion.)
Standing your ground awaiting those far
away, awaiting the weary in comfort, awaiting
the hungry with full stomachs, is mastering
strength. (This is what is meant by getting
others to come to you while avoiding being
induced to go to others.)
Avoiding confrontation with orderly ranks and
not attacking great formations is mastering
adaptation.
So, the rule for military operations is not to
face a high hill and not to oppose those with
their backs to a hill. (This means that when
opponents are on high ground you shouldn’t
attack upward, and when they are charging
downward, you shouldn’t oppose them.)
Do not follow a feigned retreat. Do not
attack crack troops. (If opponents suddenly run
away before their energy has faded, there are
surely ambushes lying in wait to attack your
forces, so you should carefully restrain your
officers from pursuit.)
Do not eat food for their soldiers. (If the
enemy suddenly abandons their food supplies,
they should be tested first before eating, lest they
be poisoned.)
Do not stop an army on its way home.
(Under these circumstances, an opponent will

fight to the death.)
A surrounded army must be given a way out.
(Show them a way to life so that they will not be
in the mood to fight to the death, and then you
can take advantage of this to strike them.)
Do not press a desperate enemy. (An
exhausted animal will still fight, as a matter of
Natural Law.)
[K: Those of you programed
into thinking Muslims are your enemies should
know so-called “fanatical zealots” (or other
terms maliciously applied to the Arab world)
fight with much more passion and commitment
than do armies raised on “Rambo” movies.
However, the animalistic ferocity of an army
of PROGRAMED synthetic replicas surpasses
both in terms of “efficient” killing.]
These are rules of military operations.
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of all.) [K: This is good advice for the
goodly.]
Therefore, there are five traits that are
dangerous in generals. Those who are ready to
die can be killed; those who are intent on living
can be captured; those who are quick to anger
can be shamed; those who are puritanical can be
disgraced; those who love people can be troubled.
(If you appear in a place they are sure to rush to
defend, those who love the people there will
invariably hasten there to rescue them, troubling
and wearying themselves in the process.)
These five things are faults in generals,
disasters for military operations. (Good generals
are otherwise: they are not committed to death,
yet do not expect to live; they act in accord with
events, not quick to anger, not subject to
embarrassment. When they see possibility, they
VIII: ADAPTATIONS
are like tigers, otherwise they shut their doors.
Their action and inaction are matters of strategy,
The general rule for military operations is and they cannot be pleased or angered.)
that the military leadership receives the order
from the civilian leadership to gather armies.
IX: MANEUVERING ARMIES
Let there be no encampment on difficult
terrain. Let diplomatic relations be established at
(This means choosing the most advantageous
borders. Do not stay in barren or isolated ways to go.)
territory.
Whenever you station an army to observe an
When on surrounded ground, plot. When on opponent, cut off the mountains and stay by the
deadly ground, fight. (Being on surrounded valleys.
ground means there is steep terrain on all sides,
Watch the light, stay on the heights. When
with you in the middle, so that the enemy can fighting on a hill, do not climb. This applies to
come and go freely, but you have a hard time an army in the mountains. (One version says,
getting out and back.)
“Fight going down, not climbing up.”)
There are routes not to be followed, armies
When cut off by water, always stay away
not to be attacked, citadels not to be besieged, from the water. Do not meet them in the water;
territory not to be fought over, orders of civilian it is advantageous to let half of them cross and
governments not to be obeyed.
then attack them.
Therefore, generals who know all possible
When you want to fight, do not face an
adaptations to take advantage of the ground know enemy near water. Watch the light, stay in high
how to use military forces. If generals do not places, do not face the current of the water. This
know how to adapt advantageously, even if they applies to an army on water. (In a river basin
know the lay of the land, they cannot take your armies can be flooded out, and poison can
advantage of it.
be put in the streams. Facing the current means
If they rule armies without knowing the arts heading against the flow. It also means your
of complete adaptivity, even if they know what boats should not be moored downstream, lest the
there is to gain, they cannot get people to work enemy ride the current right over you.)
for them.
(If you can change with the
Go right through salt mashes, just go quickly
momentum of forces, then the advantage does not and do not tarry. If you run into an army in the
change, so the only ones who get hurt are others. middle of a salt marsh, stay by the waterplants,
Therefore there is no constant structure. If you with your back to the trees. This applies to an
can fully comprehend this principle, you can get army in a salt marsh.
people to work.)
On a level plateau, take up positions where it
Therefore the considerations of the intelligent is easy to maneuver, keeping higher land to your
always include both benefit and harm. As they right rear, with low ground in front and high
consider benefit, their work can expand; as they ground behind. This applies to an army on a
consider harm, their troubles can be resolved. plateau.
(Benefit and harm are interdependent, so the
It was by taking advantage of the situation in
enlightened always consider them.)
these four basic ways that the Yellow Emperor
Therefore what restrains competitors is harm, overcame four lords. (All martial arts began with
what keeps competitors busy is work, what the Yellow Emperor [a Taoist ruler of late
motivates competitors is profit. (Wear enemies prehistoric times, ca. 2400 B.C.], so he is
out by keeping them busy and not letting them mentioned here.)
rest. But you have to have done your own work
Ordinarily, an army likes high places and
before you can do this. This work means dislikes low ground, values light and despises
developing a strong militia, a rich nation, a darkness. (High places are exhilarating, so
harmonious society, and an orderly way of life.)
people are comfortable, and they are also
So the rule of military operations is not to convenient for the force of momentum. Low
count on opponents not coming, but to rely on ground is damp, which promotes illnesses, and
having ways of dealing with them; not to count makes it hard to fight.)
on opponents not attacking, but to rely on having
Take care of physical health and stay where
what cannot be attacked. (If you can always there are plenty of resources. When there is no
remember danger when you are secure, and sickness in the army, it is said to be invincible.
remember chaos in times of order, watch out for
Where there are hills or embankments, keep
danger and chaos while they are still formless, on their sunny side, with them to your right rear.
and prevent them before they happen; this is best This is an advantage to a military force, the help
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of the land. (Advantage in a military operation
is getting help from the land.)
When it rains upstream and froth is coming
down on the current, if you want to cross, wait
until it settles.
Whenever the terrain has impassable ravines,
natural enclosures, natural prisons, natural traps,
natural pitfalls, and natural clefts, you should
leave quickly and not get near them. For myself,
I keep away from these, so that opponents are
nearer to them; I keep my face to these so that
opponents have their backs to them. (Then you
have the advantage, and he is out of luck.)
When an army is traveling, if there is hilly
territory with many steams and ponds or
depressions overgrown with reeds, or wild forests
with a luxuriant growth of plants and trees, it is
imperative to search them carefully and
thoroughly.
For these afford stations for
bushwhackers and spoilers. (It is imperative to
dismount and search, lest there be ambush troops
hiding in such places. Also, there is concern that
spies might be lurking there, watching you and
listening to your directives.)
When the enemy is near but still, he is
resting on a natural stronghold. When he is far
away but tries to provoke hostilities, he wants
you to move forward.
If his position is
accessible, it is because that is advantageous to
him. (What this means is that if an opponent
does not keep a position on a natural stronghold
but stations himself in a convenient place, it must
be because there is some practical advantage in
doing so.)
When the trees move, the enemy is coming;
when there are many blinds in the undergrowth,
it is misdirection. (The idea of making many
blinds in the underbrush is to make you think
there might be bushwhackers hidden behind
them.)
If birds start up, there are ambushers there.
If the animals are frightened, there are attackers
there. If dust rises high and sharp, vehicles are
coming; if it is low and wide, footsoldiers are
coming. Scattered wisps of smoke indicate
woodcutters. Relatively small amounts of dust
coming and going indicate setting up camp.
Those whose words are humble while they
increase war preparations are going to advance.
[K: This is what the Khazar tribes excel at!
Israel’s neighbors are not fooled by the false
promises and sweet talk of peace agreements.
Ariel “the Butcher” Sharon is one of the
masterminds behind any proposed “peace”
talks; can you trust a man PERSONALLY
guilty of great bloodshed and who was also a
member of the ruthless Zionist Stern Gang?
(Remember that Heinz Stern is Mr. Kissinger’s
true birth name.)] Those whose words are
strong and who advance aggressively are going to
retreat. (If his emissaries come with humble
words, send spies to observe him, and you will
find that the enemy is increasing his
preparations.)
When light vehicles come out first and stay
to the sides, they are going to set up a battle
line.
Those who come seeking peace without a
treaty are plotting.
Those who busily set out arrays of armed
vehicles are expecting reinforcements. (They
wouldn’t rush around for an ordinary
rendezvous—there must be a distant force
expected at a certain time, when they will join
forces to come and attack you. It is best to
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prepare for this right away.)
If half their force advances and half retreats,
they are trying to lure you. (They feign
confusion and disorder to lure you into moving
forward.)
If they brace themselves as they stand, they
are starving. When those sent to draw water first
drink themselves, they are thirsty.
When they see an advantage but do not
advance on it, they are weary.
If birds are gathered there, the place has been
vacated. (If there are birds on a citadel, the
army has fled.)
If there are calls in the night, they are afraid.
(They are fearful and uneasy, so they call to each
other to strengthen themselves.)
If the army is unsettled, it means the general
is not taken seriously.
If signals move, that means they are in
confusion. (Signals are used to unify the groups,
so if they move about unsteadily, it means the
ranks are in disarray.)
If their emissaries are irritable, it means they
are tired.
When they kill their horses for meat, it means
that the soldiers have no food; when they have
no pots and do not go back to their quarters, they
are desperate adversaries.
When there are murmurings, lapses in duties,
and extended conversations, the loyalty of the
group has been lost. (Murmurings describe talk
of true feelings, lapses in duties indicate trouble
with superiors. When the military leadership has
lost the people’s loyalty, they talk to each other
frankly about the trouble with their superiors.)
When they give out numerous rewards, it
means they are at an impasse; when they give
out numerous punishments, it means they are
worn out. (When the force of their momentum is
exhausted, they give repeated rewards to please
their soldiers, lest they rebel en masse. When
people are so worn out that they cannot carry out
orders, they are punished again and again to
establish authority.)
To be violent at first and wind up fearing
one’s people is the epitome of ineptitude.
Those who come in a conciliatory manner
want to rest.
When forces angrily confront you but delay
engagement, yet do not leave, it is imperative to
watch them carefully. (They are preparing a
surprise attack.)
In military matters, it is not necessarily
beneficial to have more strength, only to avoid
acting aggressively; it is enough to consolidate
your power, assess opponents, and get people;
that is all.
The individualist without strategy who takes
opponents lightly will inevitably become the
captive of others. (If you have no ulterior
scheme and no forethought, but just rely on your
individual bravery, flippantly taking opponents
lightly and giving no consideration to the
situation, you will surely be taken prisoner.)
If soldiers are punished before a personal
attachment to the leadership is formed, they will
not submit, and if they do not submit they are
hard to employ. [K: The modern “American”
Zionist Occupational Government (ZOG) does
not sit on your throne wearing the mask of the
beast; always they start off touting “civil
liberties for all” and “champion of the people”.
After your admiration is undying (and
unquestioning), then you-the-people become
expendable human resources for their

schemes.]
If punishments are not executed after personal
attachment has been established with the soldiers,
then they cannot be employed. (When there are
underlying feelings of appreciation and trust, and
the hearts of the soldiers are already bonded to
the leadership, if punishments are relaxed, the
soldiers will become haughty and impossible to
employ.)
Therefore, direct them through cultural arts,
unify them through martial arts; this means
certain victory. (Cultural art means humaneness
[K: The Humanist Manifesto fits right in here
along with this and all the other orchestrated
manifestos, protocols, charters and New Age
isms conceived to enslave you ones.], martial art
means law. Command them humanely and
benevolently, unify them strictly and sternly.
When benevolence and sternness are both
evident, it is possible to be sure of victory.)
When directives are consistently carried out
to edify the populace, the populace accepts.
When directives are not consistently carried out
to edify the populace, the populace does not
accept. When directives are consistently carried
out, there is mutual satisfaction between the
leadership and the group.
X: TERRAIN
Some terrain is easily passable, in some you
get hung up, some makes for a standoff, some is
narrow, some is steep, some is wide open.
When both sides can come and go, the terrain
is said to be easily passable. When the terrain is
easily passable, take up your position first,
choosing the high and sunny side, convenient to
supply routes, for advantage in battle.
When you can go but have a hard time
getting back, you are said to be hung-up. On
this type of terrain, if the opponent is
unprepared, you will prevail if you go forth, but
if the enemy is prepared, if you go forth and do
not prevail, you will have a hard time getting
back, to your disadvantage.
When it is disadvantageous for either side to
go forth, it is called standoff terrain. On
standoff terrain, even though the opponent offers
you an advantage, you do not go for it—you
withdraw, inducing the enemy half out, and then
you attack, to your advantage.
On narrow terrain, if you are there first, you
should fill it up to await the opponent. If the
opponent is there first, do not pursue if the
opponent fills the narrows. Pursue if the
opponent does not fill the narrows.
On steep terrain, if you are there first, you
should occupy the high and sunny side to await
the opponent. If the opponent is there first,
withdraw from there and do not pursue.
On wide-open terrain, the force of momentum
is equalized, and it is hard to make a challenge
disadvantageous to fight.
Understanding these six kinds of terrain is the
highest responsibility of the general, and it is
imperative to examine them. (These are the
configurations of terrain; generals who do not
know them lose.)
So among military forces there are those who
rush, those who tarry, those who fall, those who
crumble, those who riot, and those who get
beaten. These are not natural disasters, but faults
of the generals.
Those who have equal momentum, but strike
ten with one, are in a rush. Those whose
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soldiers are strong, but whose officers are weak,
tarry. Those whose officers are strong, but
whose soldiers are weak, fall. When colonels are
angry and obstreperous, and fight on their own
out of spite when they meet opponents, and the
generals do not know their abilities, they
crumble. (Generally speaking, the entire military
leadership has to be of one mind; all of the
military forces have to cooperate in order to be
able to defeat opponents.) [K: In the case of
God’s Lighted “troops” all must have the same
goal in their hearts and spirit, which is to
follow the Laws of God and The Creation to the
best of your ability, for only then are all other
problems and obstacles overcome.]
When the generals are weak and lack
authority, instructions are not clear, officers and
soldiers lack consistency, and they form battle
lines every which way; this is riot. When the
generals cannot assess opponents, clash with
much greater numbers or more powerful forces,
and do not sort out the levels of skill among
their own troops, these are the ones who get
beaten. (If you employ soldiers without sorting
out the skilled and unskilled, the brave and the
timid, you are bringing defeat on yourself.)
These six are ways to defeat. Understanding
this is the ultimate responsibility of the generals;
they must be examined. (First is not assessing
numbers, second is lack of a clear system of
punishments and rewards, third is failure in
training, forth is irrational over excitement, fifth
is ineffectiveness of law and order, and sixth is
failure to choose the strong and resolute.)
The contour of the land is an aid to an army;
sizing up opponents to determine victory,
assessing dangers and distances, is the proper
course of action for military leaders. Those who
do battle knowing these, will win, those who do
battle without knowing these, will lose.
Therefore, when the laws of war indicate
certain victory, it is surely appropriate to do
battle, even if the government says there is to be
no battle. [K: This has become the modus
operandi of the Bolshevik-Khazarian-Zionist
power structure in Washington and, left
unchecked, it is all but signing your death
warrants. The balloon surveillance mission—
along the same “cover excuse” strategy as
Amelia Earhart employed many years ago—is
at this moment approaching close enough to
Russian Cosmodrone rocket-launching facilities
and the two main Cosmosphere support
installations at Semipalatinsk and Novosibirsk
to cause a lot of trouble. This is very serious,
people, a Korean Airline Boeing 707, flight
902, was shot down for attempting to gather
intelligence over this area. Why is it so
important for the Khazarian warlords who
have usurped the Pentagon to get “live”
sensors over these bases? Because Project Z,
the nuclear first-strike triggering a Northern
Hemisphere atomic war (where all the
superpower
nations
reside)
requires
instantaneous feedback from the secret
advance strike portion (a strategy discussed in
Sun Tzu’s treatise) that is to precede—BY
MERE MINUTES!!—the launching of
everything in the U.S. nuclear arsenal. In
order to know whether or not the advance
force of kamikaze super-stealth RPVs (remoteand robot-piloted vehicles) with their nuclear
payloads explode over their targets, at least
one sensor needs to be in place and
operational to register the gamma helium rays

that come only from atomic detonations. Since
the NRO (National Reconnaissance Office) and
NSA have no operational spy satellites in
orbit to use against Russia, the Bolsheviks
resort to balloons, airliners, experimental
gliders AND EVEN SPACE SHUTTLES to
briefly get a sensor in place. Your adversary
certainly keeps everyone on their toes, for the
toys they tinker with are so dangerous that in
the disabling, if not done properly, a
detonation of such as hydrogen devices could
start a chain reaction that would require Space
Command’s assistance to shut down. The
Khazarian-Bolsheviks are determined to have a
war using atomic weapons, but it is still up to
you if it is a small one, with one or two
bombs, or something much more devastating.
Again, the mere existence of shelters protecting
your civilian and military populations brings
the odds of such a war down so low that it no
longer becomes a feasible plan. Let us
continue, please; always you must go about
your work steadily and undeterred by negative
issues and news, lest you become incapacitated
whereby your enemy wins by default. Just
KNOW that God and His Team win in the
end!] If the laws of war do not indicate victory,
it is appropriate not to do battle, even if the
government orders war. Thus one advances
without seeking glory, retreats without avoiding
blame, only protecting people, to the benefit of
the government as well, thus rendering valuable
service to the nation. (Advancing and retreating
contrary to government orders is not done for
personal interest, but only to safeguard the lives
of the people and accord with the true benefit of
the government. Such loyal employees are
valuable to a nation.)
Look upon your soldiers as you do infants,
and they willingly go into deep valleys with you;
look upon your soldiers as beloved children, and
they willingly die with you.
If you are so nice to them that you cannot
employ them, so kind to them that you cannot
command them, so casual with them that you
cannot establish order, they are like spoiled
children: useless. (Rewards should not be used
alone, punishments should not be relied on in
isolation. Otherwise, like spoiled children,
people will become accustomed to either enjoying
or resenting everything. This is harmful and
renders them useless.)
If you know your soldiers are capable of
striking, but do not know whether the enemy is
invulnerable to a strike, you have half a chance
of winning. If you know the enemy is vulnerable
to a strike, but do not know if your soldiers are
incapable of making such a strike, you have half
a chance of winning. If you know the enemy is
vulnerable to a strike, and know your soldiers
can make the strike, but do not know if the lay
of the land makes it unsuitable for battle, you
have half a chance of winning.
Therefore those who know martial arts do not
wander when they move, and do not become
exhausted when they rise up. So it is said that
when you know yourself and others, victory is
not in danger; when you know sky and earth,
victory is inexhaustible.
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on their own territory, this is called a ground
of dissolution. (When the soldiers are attached
to the land and are near home, they fall apart
easily.)
When you enter others’ land, but not
deeply, this is called light ground. (This
means the soldiers can all get back easily.)
Land that would be advantageous to you if
you got it and to opponents if they got it is
called ground of contention. (A ground of
inevitable contention is any natural barricade
or strategic pass.) [K: For over 600 years
the Khazar Empire flourished as the most
powerful nation on Earth thanks to the
natural fortifications along the borders of
Khazaria. The Caucasus mountain chain,
which makes up its southern border, is
nearly 1000 miles long, with a heavily
glaciated central section containing several
summits rising well above 16,000 feet and is
home to Europe’s highest mountain.
Khazaria’s east and west borders are the
Black Sea and Caspian (Khazar) Sea. The
Caucasus connects these two vast seas and
together the three natural barricades form a
highly defendable gauntlet.]
Land where you and others can come and
go is called a trafficked ground.
Land that is surrounded on three sides by
competitors, and would give the first to get it
access to all the people on the continent, is
called intersecting ground.
(Intersecting
ground means the intersections of main arteries
linking together numerous highway systems:
first occupy this ground, and the people will
have to go with you. So if you get it, you are
secure; if you lose it, you are in peril.)
When you enter deeply into others’ land,
past many cities and towns, this is called
heavy ground. (This is ground from which it
is hard to return.)
When you traverse mountain forests, steep
defiles, marshes, or any route difficult to
travel, this is called bad ground. (If you are
capable of extraordinary adaptation, you can
travel this ground.)
Where you will survive if you fight
quickly, and perish if you do not, this is called
dying ground. (People on dying ground are, as
it were, sitting in a leaking boat, lying in a
burning house.)
So let there be not battle on a ground of
dissolution, let there be no stopping on light
ground, let there be no attack on a ground of
contention, let there be no cutting-off of
trafficked ground. On intersecting ground
form communications, on heavy ground
plunder [K: The displaced Soviet KhazarianBolsheviks (not to be confused with the
Russian people) consider deeply occupied
America “heavy ground”, and if you allow
them to continue their plans for your nation,
history will record the greatest “plunder”
man has ever witnessed—as a country, and
then a world, is sacked by Satan’s parasitic
army.], on bad ground keep going, on
surrounded ground make plans, on dying
ground fight. (On a ground of dissolution, the
soldiers might run away. Light ground is
where soldiers have first entered enemy
XI: NINE GROUNDS
territory and do not yet have their backs to the
wall; hence the minds of the soldiers are not
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e r u l e o f m i l i t a r y really concentrated, and they are not ready for
operations, there are nine kinds of grounds. battle. It is not advantageous to attack an
Where local interests fight among themselves enemy on a ground of contention; what is
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advantageous is to get there first. Trafficked
ground should not be cut off, so that the roads
may be used advantageously as supply routes.
On intersecting ground, if you establish
alliances, you are safe, if you lose alliances,
you are in peril. [K: China is (grudgingly)
your secret ally; however, they are not
willing to allow you full access to their
territory because they do not trust the
Bolshevik-Zionists either. Remember, China
is the “dragon” from biblical prophecy, so
Saddam and the Kremlin are not the only
ones to watch for retaliatory (or preemptive)
strikes. Does the world hate the U.S.? Yes.
But they do so only because of your
allowance and backing of Israel’s barbaric
policies and heinous acts (public and secret)
in the name of global conquest. Take back
your nation from the usurpers of freedom,
and the world will again look up to what
was once “the Great Experiment in
freedom”.] On heavy ground, plundering
means building up supplies. On bad ground,
since you cannot entrench, you should make
haste to leave there. On surrounded ground,
bring surprise tactics into play. If they fall
into dying ground, then everyone in the army
will spontaneously fight. This is why it is
said, “Put them on dying ground, and then
they will live.”)
Those who are called the good militarists
of old could make opponents lose contact
between front and back lines, lose reliability
between large and small groups, lose mutual
concern for the welfare of the different social
classes
among
them,
lose
mutual
accommodation between the rulers and the
ruled, lose enlistments among the soldiers, lose
coherence within the armies. They went into
action when it was advantageous, stopped
when it was not. (They set up changes to
confuse their opponents, striking them here and
there, terrorizing and disarraying them in such
a way that they had no time to plan.)
It may be asked, when a large, wellorganized opponent is about to come to you,
how do you deal with it? The answer is that
you first take away what they like, and then
they will listen to you.
The condition of a military force is that its
essential factor is speed, taking advantage of
others’ failure to catch up, going by routes
they do not expect, attacking where they are
not on guard. (This means that to take
advantage of unpreparedness, lack of foresight,
or lack of caution on the part of opponents, it
is necessary to proceed quickly; it won’t work
if you hesitate.)
In general, the pattern of invasion is that
invaders become more intense the farther they
enter alien territory, to the point where the
native rulership cannot overcome them.
Glean from rich fields, and the armies will
have enough to eat. Take care of your health
and avoid stress, consolidate your energy and
build up your strength. Maneuver your troops
and assess strategies so as to be unfathomable.
(Consolidate your keenest energy, save up your
extra strength, keep your form concealed and
your plans secret, being unfathomable to
enemies, waiting for a vulnerable gap to
advance upon.)
Put them in a spot where they have no
place to go, and they will die before fleeing.
If they are to die there, what can they not do?
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Warriors exert their full strength. When
warriors are in great danger, then they have no
fear. When there is nowhere to go, they are
firm; when they are deeply involved, they stick
to it. If they have no choice, they will fight.
[K: Whether the warriors are seasoned
special operations Army, Navy or Air Force
commandos, CIA, MI-6, KGB, or ONI
paramilitary operatives and agents, or
Israeli
Mossad-Mishpucka
gangster
terrorists—all will perish in a nuclear
confrontation. No, chelas, war is not the
way to achieve any ends in this age of true
weapons of mass destruction. You have only
one planet, and it must sustain and house
everyone; one group has no more “right” to
be there then the next, so realizing and
adhering to God-Aton’s Law of ONE,
whereby all can coexist in harmony and
balance, REGARDLESS OF AFFILIATIONS,
RACE, CREED, FRATERNAL ORDER, OR
ANY OTHER DIFFERENCES YOU CAN
MANAGE TO CONJURE UP, IS THE ONLY
WAY ANY OF YOU ARE GOING TO
SURVIVE INTO THE NEW MILLENNIUM.]
For this reason the soldiers are alert
without being drilled, enlist without being
drafted, are friendly without treaties, are
trustworthy without commands. (This means
that when warriors are in mortal danger,
everyone high and low has the same aim, so
they are spontaneously on the alert without
being drilled, are spontaneously sympathetic
without being drafted, and are spontaneously
trustworthy without treaties or commands.)
Prohibit omens to get rid of doubt, and
soldiers will never leave you. If your soldiers
have no extra goods, it is not that they dislike
material goods. If they have no more life, it
is not that they do not want to live long. On
the day the order to march goes out, the
soldiers weep.
So a skillful military operation should be
like a swift snake that counters with its tail
when someone strikes at its head, counters
with its head when someone strikes at its tail,
and counters with both head and tail when
someone strikes at its middle. (This represents
the method of a battle line, responding swiftly
when struck. [K: Or when liberties are being
stolen, whereby response is equally swift but
within the laws of the land.] A manual of
eight classical battle formations says: “Make
the back the front, make the front the back,
with four heads and eight tails. Make the
head anywhere, and when the enemy lunges
into the middle, head and tail both come to the
rescue.”) [K: This is a reference to where
the term “Serpent People” (the name the
Khazar people labeled themselves) has its
origin for the ancient “warrior race”. This
continues from the serpent “ideal” in the
story of Adam and Eve; you see, you are
dealing with the same old energy, the same
wolf (snake) in sheep’s clothing. Is it not
time for God’s people to wake up and win
one?]
The question may be asked, can a military
force be made to be like this swift snake?
The answer is that it can. Even people who
dislike each other, if in the same boat, will
help each other out in trouble. (It is the force
of the situation that makes this happen.)
Therefore, tethered horses and buried
wheels are not sufficiently reliable. (Horses
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are tethered to make a stationary battle line,
wheels are buried to make the vehicles
immovable. Even so, this is not sufficiently
secure and reliable. It is necessary to allow
adaptation to changes, placing soldiers in
deadly situations so that they will fight
spontaneously, helping each other out like two
hands—this is the way to security and certain
victory.) [K: This is also the way to ensure
great and mounting casualties on BOTH
SIDES. You are in a New Era (eleven years
and five months, to be exact) and your
reckless warring ways and minds have no
place in the Age of Radiance. Physically
and spiritually, ones so aligned will not be
allowed to make passage unless the negative
tendencies are released.]
To even out bravery and make it uniform is
the Tao of organization. To be successful with
both the hard and soft is based on the pattern
of the ground. (If you get the advantage of
the ground, you can overcome opponents even
with soft, weak troops—how much the more
with hard, strong troops? What makes it
possible for both strong and weak to be useful
is the configuration of the ground.)
Therefore those skilled in military
operations achieve cooperation in a group so
that directing the group is like directing a
single individual with no other choice.
The business of the general is quiet and
secret [K: Privacy is one thing (that which is
precious and valuable to you), but secrecy IS
NOT OF GOD. He is open and just; that
which seems mystical is simply not yet
known to you, no more and no less. When
you come into learning of how Aton’s
universe functions, there will be no
mysteries, only full recognition of your CoCreatorship with the Father-Mother
Principle: God.], fair and orderly [K: How
many leaders have you had who were fair
and orderly?]. (His plans are calm and
deeply hidden, so no one can figure them out.
His regime is fair and orderly, so no one dares
to take him lightly.)
He can keep the soldiers unaware, make
them ignorant.
He changes his actions and revises his
plans, so that people will not recognize them.
He changes his abode and goes by a circuitous
route, so that people cannot anticipate him.
(When people never understand what your
intention is, then you win. The Great White
Mountain Man said: “The reason deception is
valued in military operations is not just for
deceiving enemies, but to begin with for
deceiving one’s own troops [K: Your enemy
HAS control over your top generals, so your
troops are in very grave circumstances;
however, it is not too late for you-the-people
to come to their rescue.], to get them to
follow unknowingly.”)
When a leader establishes a goal with the
troops, he is like one who climbs up to a high
place and then tosses away the ladder. When
a leader enters deeply into enemy territory
with the troops, he brings out their potential.
He has them burn the boats and destroy the
pots, drives them like sheep, none knowing
where they are going. [K: By the way, this
analysis on war applies equally to civilians
because it is you who make up any potential
“reinforcement troops” once the initial force
is confronted. There is another treatise that
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is circulated amongst the bankster (banking
gangster) elite that spells it out even clearer
for you ones—however, the penalty is death
to members who allow leaking of such
documents, and it will be a brother bankster
who is assigned the task.]
To assemble armies and put them into
dangerous situations is the business of
generals. Adaptations to different grounds,
advantages of contraction and expansion,
patterns of human feelings and conditions—
these must be examined. (When he talks about
the advantages and disadvantages of
contraction and expansion, he means that the
ordinary patterns of human feelings all change
according to the various types of ground.)
Generally, the way it is with invaders is
that they unite when deep in enemy territory
but are prone to dissolve while on the fringes.
When you leave your country and cross the
border on a military operation, that is isolated
ground.
When it is accessible from all
directions, it is trafficked ground. When
penetration is deep, that is heavy ground.
When penetration is shallow, that is light
ground. When your back is to an impassable
fastness and before you are narrow straits, that
is surrounded ground. When there is nowhere
to go, that is deadly ground.
So on a ground of dissolution, I would
unify the minds of the troops. On light
ground, I would have them keep in touch. On
a ground of contention, I would have them
follow up quickly. On an intersecting ground,
I would be careful about defense. On a
trafficked ground, I would make alliances firm.
On heavy ground, I would ensure continuous
supplies. On bad ground, I would urge them
onward. On surrounded ground, I would close
up the gaps. On deadly ground, I would
indicate to them there is no surviving.
So the psychology of soldiers is to resist
when surrounded, fight when it cannot be
avoided, and obey in extremes. (Not until
soldiers are surrounded do they each have the
determination to resist the enemy and sustain
victory. When they are desperate, they put up
a united defense.)
Therefore those who do not know the plans
of competitors cannot prepare alliances. Those
who do not know the lay of the land cannot
maneuver their forces. Those who do not use
local guides [K: spies] cannot take advantage
of the ground. The military of an effective
rulership must know all these things.
When the military of an effective rulership
attacks a large country, the people cannot
unite. When its power overwhelms opponents,
alliances cannot come together. (If you are
able to find out opponents’ plans, take
advantage of the ground, and maneuver
opponents so that they are helpless, then even
a large country cannot assemble enough people
to stop you.)
Therefore if you do not compete for
alliances anywhere, do not foster authority
anywhere, but just extend your personal
influence, threatening opponents; this makes
town and country vulnerable.
Give out rewards that are not in the rules
[K: bribery], give out directives [K: executive
orders and treasonist treaties] that are not in
the code. (Consider the merit to give the
reward, without rules set up beforehand;
observe the opponent to make promises,

without prior setup of codes.)
Employ the entire armed forces like
employing a single person. Employ them with
actual tasks; do not talk to them. Motivate
them with benefits; do not tell them about
harm. (Just employ them to fight; don’t tell
them your strategy. Let them know what
benefit there is in it for them; don’t tell them
about the potential harm. If the truth leaks
out, your strategy will be foiled. If the
soldiers worry, they will be hesitant and
fearful.)
Confront them with annihilation, and they
will then survive; plunge them into a deadly
situation, and they will then live. When
people fall into danger, they are then able to
strive for victory.
So the task of a military operation is to
accord deceptively with the intentions of the
enemy. If you concentrate totally on the
enemy, you can kill its military leadership a
thousand miles away.
This is skillful
accomplishment of the task. (First you go
along with their intentions, subsequently you
kill their generals—this is skill in
accomplishing the task.)
So, on the day war is declared, borders are
closed, passports are torn up, and emissaries
are not let through. [K: Martial law is openly
declared and, in the case of the U.S., United
Nations peacekeepers come out of their
hiding places in your deserts, “abandoned”
bases, and NATIONAL PARKS, and occupy
your towns and cities, daring you to do
anything about it. (In places such as Area
51/A6 in Nevada, UN patrols driving UNstyle sports utility vehicles—white with
black markings—have orders to shoot-to-kill
if THEIR!?! perimeter is breached by U.S.
citizens.) Your leaders have already signed
treaties—the most powerful international
instruments available to the bankster elite—
allowing foreign troops to police your
streets.]
Matters are dealt with strictly at
headquarters. (Strictness at headquarters in the
planning stage refers to secrecy.)
When opponents present openings, you
should penetrate them immediately. Get to
what they want first; subtly anticipate them.
Maintain discipline and adapt to the enemy in
order to determine the outcome of the war.
Thus, at first you are like a maiden, so the
enemy opens his door; then you are like a
rabbit on the loose, so the enemy cannot keep
you out.
XII: FIRE ATTACK
There are five kinds of fire attack: burning
people, burning supplies, burning equipment,
burning storehouses, and burning weapons.
The use of fire must have a basis, and
requires certain tools. There are appropriate
times for setting fires, namely when the
weather is dry and windy. [K: The brush
fires that now seem to be seasonal in
California and, as of late, other parts of the
world, are intentionally set. We have told
you this before, but now you can better
understand why and how it is advantageous
to your adversary.]
Generally, in fire attack it is imperative to
follow-up on the crises caused by the fires.
When fire is set inside an enemy camp, then
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respond quickly from outside. If the soldiers
are calm when fire breaks out, wait—do not
attack. When the fire reaches the height of its
power, follow up if possible, hold back if not.
(In general, fire is used to throw enemies into
confusion so that you can attack them.) [K:
In addition to the obvious effects of starting
fires, subtle behind-the-scenes plans also are
set in motion.
The huge, always
understated, financial toll (through your allencompassing
insurance
agencies—in
actuality, fronts for the British-Israel
intelligence apparatus—which will bring to
a close your “white collar” class prosperity
in one fell swoop when the stock market is
allowed to crash—permanently) is in itself
enough to trigger the implementation of
Martial Law. Through EOs (Executive
Orders)
practically
ANY
sort
of
disturbance—manmade or otherwise—can
cause the troops to march all over you.]
When fire can be set out in the open, do
not wait until it can be set inside a camp—set
it when the time is right.
When fire is set upwind, do not attack
downwind. (It is not effective to go against
the momentum of the fire, because the enemy
will surely fight to the death.) [K: In the
midst of an attack, you can expect other
communist troops, in addition to the UN, to
march into your cities from across the
Mexican border. Governor GEORGE W.
BUSH WILL LEAD THIS ASSAULT. He is
much worse than his father, in past and
present misdeeds, and his fluent Spanish is
not for friendly campaign speeches to his
Latin constituents—rather, his skills ARE
TO
COMMAND
CIA-TRAINED
COMBATANTS! Can ones such as Daddy
Bush and his bad seedlings be turned
around to the point of helping your plight?
Yes and no, just like your embattled
President in the “Monicagate” impeachment
hearings. You indeed have some pretty
crooked leaders, but what you have waiting
in the wings is worse by far. When you
have a government that is of the people, for
the people, and by the people, it won’t matter
who is in office, for if you reestablish your
Constitutional Republic—and get rid of all
the garbage amendments added to confuse
and trap you—your government will
function just as your Founding Fathers
envisioned, but better, seeing that you never
had the chance to quite operate as a true
Republic from the start.
The British
Freemasons introduced “Democracy”, a
Soviet communist term, so they could
dismantle and destroy the freedoms of the
people.
Free people are impossible to
control, so they had to devise a way of
removing your sovereignty—that is, cause
you to demand that it be taken—without the
masses realizing what was being done to
them.
That is why seemingly well
intentioned organizations like the UN are so
useful to the manipulators. Kofi Annan, the
UN Secretary General, and such as Rilwanu
Lukman, Secretary General of OPEC
(Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries), who head these organizations,
are being used to put a different face on the
plans for world domination. Blacks are
especially useful to the Khazar elite, because
by putting Blacks in high-profile positions, it
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is harder to prove a Jewish conspiracy
exists. Since Blacks outnumber Whites 11 to
1, Blacks are placed in figurehead positions,
such as mayor or police chief or whatever,
to (1) pacify Blacks, and (2) set the
groundwork for staged and manipulated
sparks of racial strife. Remember, no nonJews are included in their Global 2000 Plan.
However, any and all ones will be used
along the road to getting there. Ones so
used are either willing participants because
the price is right (and they may be unaware
of the bigger picture and the ramifications
of their actions) or, as in Nelson Mandela’s
case (after decades of “persuasion”), there
was not much of a choice to begin with.]
If it is windy during the day, the wind will
stop at night. (A daytime wind will stop at
night; a night wind will stop at daylight.)
Armies must know there are adaptations of
the five kinds of fire attack, and adhere to
them scientifically. (It will not do just to
know how to attack others with fire; it is
imperative to know how to prevent others from
attacking you.)
So the use of fire to help an attack means
clarity; the use of water to help an attack
means strength. Water can cut off, but cannot
plunder. (Water can be used to divide up an
opposing army, so that their force is divided
and yours is strong.)
To win in battle or make a successful siege
without rewarding the meritorious is unlucky
and earns the name of stinginess. Therefore it
is said that an enlightened government
considers this, and good military leadership
rewards merit. They do not mobilize when
there is no advantage, do not act when there is
nothing to gain, do not fight when there is no
danger. (Armaments are instruments of ill
omen; war is a dangerous affair.
It is
imperative to prevent disastrous defeat, so it
will not do to mobilize an army for petty
reasons—arms are only to be used when there
is no choice but to do so.)
[K: Know that your munitions makers
(Rockefeller Cartel, etc.)—together with
their bankster partners (the Rothschild
Family and blood-marriage relations)—
ALWAYS generate reasons to use arms, for
such is a great money maker for these socalled “elite” manipulators. War games are
second only to the medical scam as to the
great sums sucked from the masses to keep
you impoverished and ailing; and, as with
any parasitic creature allowed to freely
drain the lifeblood from its unsuspecting
host, the outcome is DISease and, if not
remedied in time, death.]
A government should not mobilize an army
out of anger [K: This is important, so pay
attention, please.]; military leaders should not
provoke war out of wrath. Act when it is
beneficial, desist if it is not. Anger can revert
to joy, wrath can revert to delight, but a
nation destroyed cannot be restored to
existence, and the dead cannot be restored to
life. Therefore an enlightened government is
careful about this; a good military leadership
is alert to this. This is the way to secure a
nation and keep the armed forces whole. [K:
If it were up to we of the Hosts, you would
have no military and no weapons of any
sort—you would just revert back to sticks
and rocks, I suppose. But since you have
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developed armies, it behooves your children
and your planet to avoid going to war in the
Middle East, Africa, China, both Koreas,
Russia, Kosovo, or anywhere else. There are
great and wondrous things awaiting your
experience—if you’d just allow your physical
bodies to survive long enough to get there.]
XIII: ON THE USE OF SPIES
A major military operation is a severe drain
on the nation, and may be kept up for years in
the struggle for one day’s victory. So to fail to
know the conditions of opponents because of
reluctance to give rewards for intelligence is
extremely inhumane, uncharacteristic of a true
military leader, uncharacteristic of an assistant of
the government, uncharacteristic of a victorious
chief.
So, what enables an intelligent
government and a wise military leadership to
overcome others and achieve extraordinary
accomplishments is foreknowledge. [K: This is
the unwritten credo of such as your Blackbird
Surveillance CIA-ONI pilots. The incredible
advancements in transonic aircraft/spacecraft
and the excitement of flying these vehicles—
and the “rewards” that come with it—are
enough to tempt the most loyal patriot. Their
cloak-and-dagger exploits of a mostly bygone
era is as addicting as any drug can be. These
ones experience a heightened excitement of the
senses that causes a feeling of euphoria and, in
this state, judgement about what is right and
wrong is impaired. That is why ones formerly
associated with the lifestyle of a “James Bond”
have a much more difficult time than civilians
when it comes to working on the side of Truth.
To
spend
all
your
life
acquiring
“foreknowledge” about potential enemies—
when the enemy is the one who sent you out in
the “field” in the first place—is a hard FACT
for humans to deal with. However, after a
soul-searching communion with God, and a
true desire to find your purpose, these ones
become some very good Earthly sources for
information that the masses can use to defeat
Satan’s master manipulators at their own
game.]
Foreknowledge cannot be gotten from ghosts
and spirits, cannot be had by analogy, cannot be
found out by calculation. It must be obtained
from people, people who know the conditions of
the enemy.
There are five kinds of spy: The local spy,
the inside spy, the reverse spy, the dead spy, and
the living spy. When the five kinds of spies are
all active, no one knows their routes—this is
called organizational genius, and is valuable to
the leadership.
Local spies are hired from among the people
of a locality. [K: The Mossad calls these spies
sayans, but their practice is that of blackmail
instead of financial rewards.] Inside spies are
hired from among enemy officials. Reverse spies
are hired from among enemy spies. Dead spies
transmit false intelligence to enemy spies. Living
spies come back to report. (Among officials of
the opposing regime, there are those who can be
secretly approached and bribed so as to find out
conditions in their country and discover any plans
against you; they can also be used to create rifts
and disharmony.)
Therefore no one in the armed forces is
treated as familiarly as are spies, no one is given
rewards as rich as those given to spies, and no

matter is more secret than espionage. (If spies are
not treated well, they may become renegades and
work for the enemy.)
One cannot use spies without sagacity and
knowledge, one cannot use spies without humanity
and justice, one cannot get the truth from spies
without subtlety. This is a very delicate matter
indeed. Spies are useful everywhere. (Every matter
requires previous knowledge.)
If an item of intelligence is heard before a spy
reports it, then both the spy and the one who told
about it die.
Whenever you want to attack an army, besiege
a city, or kill a person, first you must know the
identities of their defending generals, their
associates, their visitors, their gatekeepers, and their
chambermaids; so you have your spies find out.
(Whenever you are going to attack and fight, first
you have to know the talents of the people
employed by the opponent, so you can deal with
them according to their abilities.)
You must seek out enemy agents who have
come to spy on you, bribe them and induce them to
stay with you, so you can use them as reverse
spies. By intelligence thus obtained, you can find
local spies and inside spies to employ. By
intelligence thus obtained, you can cause the
misinformation of dead spies to be conveyed to the
enemy. By intelligence thus obtained, you can get
living spies to work as planned.
It is essential for a leader to know about the
five kinds of espionage, and this knowledge
depends on reverse spies, so reverse spies must
be treated well. [K: This is what you are
witnessing with the Jonathan Pollard spy case
and other Israeli agents in the U.S. or sought
for extradition in Israel. The disputes comes
from the fact that American citizens are
finding out that Khazarian Jewish students,
businessmen, etc., are getting away with
murder (literally) and your government is
hard-pressed to explain why they condoned
it. It is not the American people who set up
and allow these things to go on; it is through
Jewish point operatives. The most visible of
these are: Vice President Gore, Secretary of
State Albright, Defense Secretary Cohen,
National Security Advisor Berger, James P.
Rubin of the State Department, and Mossad
agent Scott Ritter; he is a former UN
weapons
inspector
turned
NBC
correspondent. The more the BolshevikZionists exert their massive influence over
the U.S., the more they come to the surface.]
So only a brilliant ruler or a wise general
who can use the intelligent for espionage is sure
of great success. This is essential for military
operations, and the armies depend on this in their
actions.
[END OF QUOTING]
Thank you for your attention. I know this
is tedious at best, but it is important that you
have some insight into the state of mind of
those who have declared themselves your
enemy. If you are to function effectively in
the face of your accusers, ALL available
“intelligence” should be used.
Commander Korton to standby, please.
May Love for God and your fellow mankind
give you courage and strength to see you
through this wondrous journey of Knowledge
and the discovery of your God-self.
AHO!
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Soltec: Feel The Changes In
The Air For 1999 & Beyond
1/4/99

SOLTEC

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Toniose
Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of
Creator Source. Be at peace.
Always look for the clues when looking
toward the future possibilities. There will
always be the “signs” that you need along your
journey. None will have their path so clearly
painted that they will not have to think or take
responsibility. However, one who observes
closely all of the subtleties of their experiences,
and learns to accurately interpret these signals,
will have a much more productive, rewarding,
and enriching journey.
As usual, our message is vague in terms of
specifics, yet these words will cause within you
a stirring which cannot be easily ignored. Why
such words at this particular time? Why do we
choose certain word combinations that seem to
“jump off the page” at you?
All is for a reason! Do not discount even
the slightest word choice, for there can be much
communicated in terms of tonal frequency or
reactionary response to a single word placed in
proper sequence.
Allow for the changing (rising) frequency of
your planet.
But, perhaps even more
importantly, please pay close attention to the
inner feelings and emotional responses that you
ones are feeling from day to day. Growth is not
usually something that explodes in your face,
but rather, a gradual evolution of thought and
understanding brought about from years of
experience.
Your inner world is constantly offering to
you a feeling response to that upon which you
focus your attention, from moment to moment.
Many of you have had a noticeable “inner
tension” since the first of the year. Some
would describe this as a sense of foreboding or
uneasy anxiousness of sorts.
Did something “happen” as the clock on the
wall ticked past midnight in your area on the
first of the year? Yes!
There was a shift in planetary awareness
resulting from many people seeing that the year
2000 was just around the corner. And, with the
perception of time being such that the last year
is mostly a blur for the majority, many are left
with an anxiety and an anticipation of the next
year. There was no real change in physical
space, but there is indeed a “charge” in the nonphysical space that precipitates the events that
get played out in the physical.
Each and every day you ones make
seemingly small decisions and choices that

affect your daily lives—from what clothes you stressful in terms of inner emotional conflict.
choose to wear, to what food you will eat, and This is a perfect time for self examination in
so forth. Though these are seemingly small terms of “feeling out” exactly where you are
choices, they can have quite a large impact on with respect to fulfilling your intended purpose
your daily experience.
for this physical life experience.
If you choose clothing that is comfortable,
Please also know that, if you are drawn to
neat and appropriate, yet unobtrusive, you will these types of messages, then you are, at the
likely be far less distracted than if you choose very least, on the path of educating yourself in
clothing which draws a lot of attention or makes terms of understanding how you fit into the
you feel “out of place”. Wearing a bikini to the Divine Tapestry of Creator God’s thinking.
grocery store on a
You are each in a
typical winter day is
schoolroom, trying to
Approach life with a balance better yourselves and
an extreme example.
L i k e w i s e , i f y o u of humility and exuberance. You find greater knowledge.
choose to eat a lot of each make mistakes every day. The mere fact that you
garlic or beans, you
This is a natural function of the have chosen to come
may also become
forth in such a manner
Some will says that you have
quite a distraction to l e a r n i n g p r o c e s s .
learn faster than others, and some lessons to learn. Many
others!
Now, if we look at w i l l s i m p l y h o l d o n t o t h e v i e w i g n o r a n c e a s a
t h e f a c t t h a t t h e r e irresponsible belief that they are weakness and it is hard
exists this very real
for some “intelligent”
feeling that most of the “victim” of luck and chance o n e s t o a c c e p t t h a t
you are feeling as we happenings.
their current perception
enter 1999, and we
of the universe and
understand that this feeling is mostly due to the why they are here could possibly be in error.
inner stirrings of the masses, then we have just Yet, many of you who read this message have
made note of an important clue. In taking this great errors in your “learned” thinking (this
look toward the future, there would seem to be includes the one writing this message) that need
a “significance” about the coming year which to be looked at and “studied”.
no one seems to be able to put their finger on.
Now comes the challenging part: How does
This feeling is their Higher Self offering a one identify their errors in perception and
“wake-up” call. Many are still consciously thinking? First and foremost, accept that you
ignorant about the personal meaning of this DO have such errors and that you are there to
sensation, but deep down in their “gut” they have experiences that will show them to you.
know that there is indeed a “quickening”
This means that your whole life is a journey
occurring, and that massive, life-altering with challenges and choices which will bring
change is coming.
about experiences that will lead to more choices
When the mass consciousness alters in this and future experiences. When you recognize a
way, the energy must seek its proper density for recurring “theme” in your life, you can be sure
outlet. If you feel hope and anticipation with that there is a lesson therein, and that you now
eagerness associated with this energy, you will have a different perspective on the situation—
walk Lightly through these times of change and h o p e f u l l y o n e o f e x p a n d e d g r o w t h a n d
attract experiences with that same Lightness. awareness. However, if you make the same
On the other hand, if you anticipate hardship choice you did the last three or four times, you
and trouble, you will attract more of this will likely confront the same experience yet
“heavier” (lower frequency) burden. Either again.
way, the emotional energy that has been
Approach life with a balance of humility and
generated will seek its outlet (a grounding of exuberance. You each make mistakes every
sorts) in terms of physical manifestation.
day. This is a natural function of the learning
There is no experience you can have that process. Some will learn faster than others, and
will not first play out in mental and emotional some will simply hold on to the irresponsible
(non-physical) spaces. The more “in tune” you belief that they are the “victim” of luck and
are with the intent of your Higher soul-purpose, chance happenings.
the more peaceful will be your experience.
Your current world situation will evolve in a
When you are “off course” with respect to your manner that will cause every living being to
core intent, you will find the coming times quite l o o k w i t h i n a n d a s k q u e s t i o n s . T h e m o s t
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prominent question for those who are not numb cannot blame the guide for not warning you. evolving consciousness, which you are all a part
to life will be: WHY? Ones who ask this Your subsequent discomfort will be a result of of, that does have great and true value. No
question are wanting to understand how these YOUR OWN CHOOSING.
experience is meaningless or without value.
things happen and how they fit into the
You ALL have the ability to connect within
Trust your heart and trust what you have
experiential equation.
to your own personal Guidance. Learn to learned for yourself. If a person is declared
OK—why ask why? Experience shows that recognize for yourself what this Guidance is and evil by someone, then question seriously the
if ones have an accurate working model of any how to interpret it for yourself.
one making such an accusation.
situation, they will be better able to make a
Your Guides are eager to work with you and
Are they judging the person or their actions?
better choice as to what course of action to w i l l a l w a y s p r e s e n t y o u w i t h t h e p r o p e r
How does this one know the intent or
take. It stands to reason that the inner desire to experiences so that you will come to recognize contract of another?
survive in the physical will drive ones toward a this connection. Be persistent and willing to
What gives this one the authority to make
desire of understanding.
connect and hear at all times.
A n d b e such a pronouncement?
Many at this time have chosen to ignore the responsible enough to accept what you hear,
Have YOU any personal proof of such
clues that are all around, and have thus
actions, or are such merely the opinion
chosen to remain in a state of “sleepy”
of another?
ignorance. Closing their eyes and
Are the words stated with
Our work (mission) is not to scare the
escaping the “reality” of the situation,
compassion and understanding, or are
hell out of you, nor is it to tear down or
as it now exists, will not serve these
they stated with anger and hurt?
ones for very much longer.
Which of these characteristics do
destroy any one or any thing. We come, as
Slumber time has ended, and many
you
think to be a hallmark of Higher,
promised by Creator God, so that those of
ones, for a brief moment around the first
e
n
L
ight-ened Teachers, and which
you who want to understand the underlying
of the year, looked forward in time and
seem to be the product of lowerspiritual fabric in which physical reality is
felt great confusion and uncertainty.
frequency, adversarial intrusion?
immersed can have an external, objective
This energy charge will dissipate in the
Be consciously aware of the
form of all sorts of distractions and
reactionary emotional nature of the
viewpoint to consider that is from a
seeming catastrophes. It is, in essence,
physical being. When ones feel they
broader, uninhibited perspective.
self-fulfilling prophecy. In actuality, it
have been wronged, there is often a
is out of spiritual ignorance to the fact
period of time wherein ones want to
that you ones have the innate ability to
justify their own (low-frequency)
create, that much of what will manifest will whether you “like” it or not. If you have a feelings to the world—so that they can avoid
cause confusion due to a lack of understanding question you would like help with, then ask confronting the truth that they do not have the
the creative process. Regardless of your beliefs y o u r s e l f , a s a w a y o f t u n i n g - i n t o y o u r proper understanding of the TRUE reasons for
on the subject, YOU create your own reality and Guidance, the following: “How would an en- the agitating events in the first place.
your own experiences. PERIOD!
Light-ened being from the Higher Realms of
All grief, anger, and frustration come as a
Denial of the “scientific” aspects of spiritual creation answer this question?”
result of ignorance to the true reality of your
truth does not change things one single bit. Go
You each, who read these messages with situation. We of the Higher Realms view all
within and realize that this inner uneasiness r e g u l a r i t y , k n o w h o w t o d i s c e r n t r u t h f o r occurrences in terms of energy flow and can
need not be a negative potential. It is mostly yourself. Stop being followers of another. easily see how it is that you ones attract into
unfocused energy that is seeking its proper path. Your Guidance always comes from within, first! your experiences the so-called “negativity”.
You can tap in and use it any way you like, and Writings like these are for your confirmation as YOU ARE MERELY EXPERIENCING THE
direct it toward that which you feel to be of the much as they are for your education.
REFLECTION OF YOUR OWN ENERGY
greatest good. In doing so, you will find it an
Never blindly follow another. Every word VIBRATION!
invaluable resource in the months and years of this writing should be questioned within for
When you harbor negativity toward another,
ahead.
yourself! EVERY WORD!
then you will ALWAYS summon forth like
Our work (mission) is not to scare the hell
How do these words (in this writing or any negativity into your experience. Learn to allow
out of you, nor is it to tear down or destroy such writing) make you feel inside?
for the ignorance of others, and “forgive them,
any one or any thing. We come, as promised
Do you agree with them?
for they know not what they do” as you were
by Creator God, so that those of you who
Why do you agree or disagree?
taught by the great christed Teacher.
want to understand the underlying spiritual
Does the writing help you?
This message is as much (if not more) for
fabric in which physical reality is immersed
Does the writing cause you confusion?
the one who pens this message as it is for any
can have an external, objective viewpoint to
Does the writing “sound” like it came from and all who read it. Do not, for one moment,
consider that is from a broader, uninhibited a wise and high-frequency Lighted being?
think that our scribes are beyond the need for
perspective.
What do you feel the intent of the writing is?
lessons. They are seeking answers just like any
We come as Teachers and Guides who are
Is there a manipulative agenda telling you to of you! If they had all the answers, they would
t r y i n g t o p r e p a r e y o u f o r t h e u p c o m i n g do this or that—or else? (That is manipulation not be there. Also, we do NOT give them the
challenges along your current path. Much like through fear.)
answers that will short-circuit their own
the tour guides who can make a vacation trip
I s t h e r e a n e v e n - t e m p e r e d , i n f o r m a t i v e personal growth. This is to say that they too
much more informative and enjoyable because nature to the message which says: if you do must, as I said early in this writing, learn to
they can impart their knowledge and experience this, then the consequences are likely to be discern all the clues around them. Much like
to you, we too have come to add to your that?
with playing a game of poker, you must learn
experience so that you may have a greater
You should be asking these questions when to hold them, when to fold them, or when
opportunity to expand your awareness and E V E R Y t i m e y o u r e a d A N Y s o u r c e o f to simply find another game because you are
understanding of who you REALLY are.
information! A wise person will NEVER out of your league!
T h e s e m e s s a g e s a r e o n l y i n t e n d e d a s blindly accept information as Truth without
I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec,
insightful viewpoints from we Tour Guides. first asking a few simple questions, like the come in response to the heart’s call for clarity
They are written, for the most part, for the ones above. The best intending soul on your a n d u n d e r s t a n d i n g . I a m o n e o f s e v e r a l
general public reader. You must ALWAYS planet will not be able to help you as much as thousand such Teachers communicating with
choose for yourself what path you will take and you can help yourself. You know what is best you ones at this time. Seek first your own
what you will do with ANY information that and right for you.
Truth and follow your own Guidance, and you
comes your way. We wish to help you
There are Teachers and Guides who have will have the confirmations that you seek.
maximize the quality of your experiences at this come to assist the masses with their insights
In the Light of Creator Source, I bring
time.
a n d k n o w l e d g e . M a n y o f y o u h a v e b e e n insights which may help you, like the tour
If you choose to touch the leaves of a reluctant to accept the responsibility of your g u i d e , t o g e t t h e m o s t o u t o f t h i s g r a n d
Poison Oak plant, after your trail guide has told role and await another to do it for you. This is experience before you.
you that such a plant is dangerous, then you fine, for there remains the experience of ever
Salu!
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